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Introduction
Within the past decade, a new fat soluble vitamin
has been recognized, and within the past few yea.rs 1 t
has been made use of clinically with remarka ble advan
tage.

Its introduction has offered a solution to one

grou_ of the unexplained hemorrhages, a group with a
common relationship of a prothrombin deficiency.

This vitamin, vitamin K, as a therepeutic agent,
hes been tried and used clinica,lly principally in
bleeding

associated with obstructive jaundice and in

newborn hemorrhage.
This discussion is concerned with the experimental
and clinical onset of and treatment of vita min Kde
ficiencies.
A special section of this study has been devoted
to the problem of the use of vitamin Kin newborn
hemorrhage.

The results of the work which Sage,

Bohlender and I are now doing in the newborn depart�
ment on the prophylactic use of vitamin K, are in
cluded in this discussion.
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Experimental Vit1min K Deficiency
Vitamin K is a specific fat soluble vitamin quite
generally distributed in various foods.

I ts absorption

into the body from the intestine is governed in general as
are other fat products.

The

integrity of the intestinal

mucosa, and the presence of bile in the upper intestinal
tract to emulsify and transport the fat particles thru the
intestinal mucosa to the lacteals and general body circul-·
tion are essential for the utilization of this vitamin.
In the body, vitamin K reacts in a yet unexplained manner
or relationship with the liver to form nrothrombin.
Prothrombin is a physiological complex which constitutes
an essentialelement in the plasma for the process of blood
coagulation.

The absence or decrease in quantity of this

substance beneath its normal content may result in a
disturbed coagulation oroces , which may manifest itself
clinically as a hemorrha .gic diathesis.

Any factor .

disturbing one or more phases of this eyele may precipi tate
a

disturbed end reeu1 t, that is, a disturbed blood

coagulation physiology. Therefore, a hemorrhagic diathesis
may be the result of,
(1) a deficiency of vitamin Kin tbe diet, (2) the failure
of vitamin K to be absorbed into the body proper
2

from the intestinal tract, or ( 3) a disturbed 11ver phys
iology.
A limited discussion of the blood coagulation proces�
must be introduced to fully understand the significance of
a vitamin K deficiency and a consequent plasma pro
tnronbin lowering on the blood coag:ulation process.
After blood is shed from trte blood vessel, a soluble
plasma protein, fibrinogen, forms a gel like mass of fib
rils in the interstices of which cellular blood elements
are retained mechanically to form the blood clot.

Var

ious theories have been advanced to explain this complex
physiological process, but no one theory has been found
fully sa.tisfactory.

T hese theories have in part been

summerized and conveniently presented by Eagle (1) in
compact table form which is shown below.

Obviously this

chart makes no attempt at completeness, but rather attempts to uresent the mechanism of the classical theories
offered to date.

'?b.e general conce_p tion is that fiorinoge

is con

verted into fibrin by as ociation with tb.rombin.

Fib

rinogen is a1ways present in the blood, but thrombin is
present in its precursor state.
c�anged to thrombin.
3

T his precursor must be

Some of ,the Classical Theories as to the
Author

Wooldridge
Nolf
Morowitz

Mella.nby &

Pic-k ering
Howell
Fuchs
Bordet

Mechanism of Coagulation

Fibrinogen,Ca, participants
Inhibitory plus following factors:
factor
Platelet
Plasma
FactorFactor-

Prothrombin Taromboplastin Cytoglobin;
Zymoplastic an
antithrombin substance
Thrombogen

Thrombozyme
Tissue Fibrinogen
Thymboplastin

Thrombogen Thrombokinase Antithrombin

Prothrombin

Prothrombin Thromboplastin Antithrombin
Cephalin Antiprothrombin
Proantithrombin
Proerozyme

Cytozyme

Antiserozyme

The supposed sequence in the combination of these

factors is as follows:

Schmidt- ProthrombinfZymoplastic substance::Thrombin

ThrombintFibrinoplastic substancefFibrinogen::Fibrin
Wooldridge-Thrombozyme,'plasma

factorfOalciumfFibrinogen::fibrinfThrombin

Morowitz-ThrombokinasefThrombogen--Prothrombin

ProthrombinfO alcium.=Thrombin Thrombin,fFibrinogen::=
Fibrin
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HowellProthrombinfAntithrombinfOephalin--ProthrombintCephalo
antiprothrombin

ProthrombinlCalcium-. Thrombin

ThrombinfFibrinogen--Fibrin
Bord et- ProserozymefCalcium catalyst--Serozyme
Serozyme,lCalcium-.Thrombin Throm. in,'Fibrino t. en--Fibrin
Basically, the various theories outlined above re
duce to the following broad FormuLation:
(l) an unidentified

substance is present in cell free,

oxalated , or untreated plasma, (prothrombin)
(2) an unidentified substanee is present primarily
in the blood platelets,

(thromboplastin).

{3) Calcium and fibrinogen

represent in the plasma

(4) these various factors interact to form the act
ive coagulant.
The complexity of this couaglation process, not
fully understood even today, has been a great obstacle in
attempting to explain the various bleeding disease
entities.

Only within the past few years, has a

prothxombin defect been noted to constitute a distinct
clinicaL entity.

The production of th.is prothrombin

defect and its intimate relationsnip to vitamin K has
been observed both extrementally and clinically.
Vitamin K was first :recognized is an essential food
in chicks by Dam (2) in 1929.
5
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work on the lipoid metabolism of the chick, he placed newly
hatched chicks on a fat free diet.

This diet supposedly

contained all of the essential food elements for the chick.
However, after several weeks, these chicks develo1 ed
hemorrhages into the skin, mucous membranes, and other
portions of the body.

The elimination of all fat from the

diet had also eliminated the essential element vitamin K .

Because of the relationship of this vitamin to the

coagulation process as was later conftrmed,Dam suggested
callin i this substance vitamin K, the coagulation vitamin.
This work was confirmed by the experiments of others. {3)

(4)(5)
McFarlane (6) produced this hemorrhagic chick dis
ease by feeding newly hatched cAicks a diet consisting of
fish meal {freed from fat by ether extraction), marnite,
white rice, and cod liver oil.

Chicks kept on this diet

showed frequent hemorrhages following the insertion of
identification tags into their wings.

There was evidence

of spontaneous subdermal bleeding along the femurs, ribs,
and pectoral muscles.
with these hemorrhages.

A low blood volume was associated
Blood from the chicks failed to

clot on standing overni ht in the laboratory. Holst (7)
described similar finaings in chicks as a
"scurvy like 11 condition with symptoms of pin feather
6
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bleeding on the neck, wings, and thigh.

Other animals

kept on a similar low fat diet showed the hemorrhagic

tendency.

The condition appe.ared more slowly, but was

observed in ducklings, pigeons, --nd canaries.

Guinea

pigs showed no effects from a fat free K-deficient diet.
(8 }.

A deficiency st ,-te was produ-e ed in rats by Greaves
Greaves states that he · was

(9) but not ,by Dam. (8 ).

a.ble to demonstrate a hemorrhagic diathesis in rats on a
I-deficient diet in spite of the addition of vitamins A,
D, and E to the diet.
These experimental reports thus introduced a new
disease to the steadily increasing list of nutritive
disorders of a deficiency nature.
The second phase in the cycle of prothrombin form
ation is that of absorption of vitamin X, without which

a prothrombin deficiency must occur.

Experimentally,

this phase has been disrupted by various methods, all
directed towards preventing the liver bile from
entering the upper intestinal tract as· it normally
should.

Tbe absence of bile from the intestine has the same

end result from the standpoint of prothrombin production
as a vitamin K deficient diet, for vitamin K like other

fats in the intestine cannot be absorbed in the absence

of bile.

The vitamin Kin the intestinal tract can ob7

viously be of no benefit in the production of )rothrom bin
if it cannot be taken into the body proper from the
intestinal tract.
While studying the vitamin A requirements of the
rat, Greaves (10) made an incidental observation that
experimentally choledochocolonostomized rats often showed
, decreased coagulation tendency of the blood which
condition appeared several weeks after the operation.
In a similar experiment with vitamins A and D added to
the basal diet, the caange in the coagulation time appear
ed in about thirty or more days. (11) (12) (9}

After

this period, small scratches or clippings of the tail of
these bile fistula rats res lted in prolonged bleeding.
This was produced in spite of the _ddition of all the known
dietary factors required for the rat including

the known vita.mine and the essential fatty acids.
The ligation of the. common bile ducts of rats kepi
on a stock diet �hich cont ined sufficient food elements to
prevent any deficiency disease from appearing in the normal
rats, resulted in a hemorrhagic tendency in the operated
rats. (11)

Similar findings were

eported following the

ligation of the common bile duct, (19) or forming a bile
fistula in doge.

(13) (14 ) (10) (11) (12)

The purpuric tendency which follows the exclusion
of bile from the intestine by obstruction of the biliary
flow or by me ns of a bile fistula manifests itself in
8

dogs about three to four months postoperatively.
Surgery performed on dogs after chloroform poison
ing was observed to be followed by bleeding quite often.
(3) (15) (16)

Quick (3) placed a dog under chloroform

anesthesia for ninety minutes.

The dog developed a tend

ency to hemorrhage which was interpreted as being due
to liver damage, which supposition was confirmed by
Smith (16 ).

The maximum Sffect was observed about twenty

four to forty-eight hours after the chloroform poisoning.
�norexia and vomiting first appeared, followed by bleed
ing from sites of needle puncture.

At times spontaneous

bleeding occured from the mucous membranes.
dition would start to clear up
to six days.
cured. (16)

The con

without treatment in four

By this time, live·r regeneration had oc
Warner (17) obtained similar results with

phosphorus poisoning.

Carbon tetrachloride will also

produce liver damage and results in similar findings.
(3)

Partially hepatectomized rats, (18) and completely
hepatectamized dogs (2�) also showed those changes in
the clotting mechanism to �e expected with a loss of
the normal liver function.
The hemorrhagic diathesis thus produced by disturb
ing one· of the phases in the cycle of vitamin K ingestion,
9

a bsorption, a nd-liver "utilization" of vitamin K may be
corrected by remedying tb.e disturbed phase or phases.
Evidences of a hemorrhagic dia thesis in chicks and
other a nimals produced by a dieta ry deficiency may be
corrected by supplying the deficient element to the af
fected animal.
If the fish mea l used in a ba al diet capable of
ca using a hemorrhagic disease in chicks is not extracted
with ether, thereby removing the fat elements which con
ta in the vitamin K, the diseased entity will not appear.
(6)

Holst (7) believed vita.min C to be the deficient

dietary element producing this chick condition.

He

therefore fed ca bbage to the a ffected chicks and success
fully corrected their condition.

However, his conclu

sion that vitamin C in the ca bba ge wa s the correcting
fa ctor, ha s been shown to be erroneous.

Da m (2), who

first recognized hemorrha gic chick disease produced by
a dietary deficiency simila rly thought at first that
the condition was rela ted to a lack of vita min C, and
therefore fed these chicks vitamin C in amore isolated
form tha n ca bba ge so tha t other fa ctors would not cloud
the results.

Vita min C in this purer form fa iled to

produce any improvement in diseased chicks.

Subcut

aneous a nd ora l ascorbic acid a lso failed to prevent
the ons, t of a

hemorrhagic chick disease in chicks
10

placed on a fat free diet. (20)

In addition it has been

recognized that chicks do not require vit a.min C.
Vita.mins A and D were also shown not to be related
to the condition. (7) (20)
observed that alfalf

Almquist (5) and Quick (3)

had protective properties in

preventing hemorrhagic chick dise,ase.

They were supply

ing vitamin K to a vitamin K deficient diet thru a

plant which has been recognized as a potent source
of this vitamin.

Dam (21) investigated the nature

and distribution of the antihemorrhagic factor and
concluded that it was a fat soluble vitamin present
in hemp seed, certain cereals, and some vegetables.
Beeause of the vitamin K content of these foods, the
addition of any of them to a K- deficient diet will

prevent or correct any dietary deficiency of that
type.

Many of the investig tors

1

who had

produced this

dietary deficiency in chicks observed tnat the �ddition
of various foo�s had a therepeutic effect. (9) (22) (23'
Where the absorption of vitamin K had been hindered
by preventing

bile from entering the intestine, simply

allowing bile to enter the intestine remedied the hem
orrhagic tendency.

In contr st with the there�eutic

approach to a K- deficiency as produced by dietary
means, the addition of vitamin K rich
11

foods

or vitamin

K concentrate in 1tself was of no a,vail.

The e.ddit ion of

vitamin K to the diet fails here for there is already
sufficient vitamin K being supplied, but the e.bsorption is
insufficient to protect the body from bleeding.
Two or three cubic centimeters of beef bile fed

daily to bi�e fistula rats decreased the clotting time
of the blood to normal. (11) (12)

It is difficult to

explain how crude extracts of alfalfa, in spite of ite
high vitamin K content, could remedy a bleeding cond�tion
in oile fistul·.e rats as was reported. by Greaves (11) (12}
unless a leakage of bile was occurring into the intest
inB.

Ox bile had a similar therepeutic effect in bile

fistula dogs. (14)
The reestablishment of the biliary flow in rats
in which the bile ducts had been ligated was sufficient
to correct a coagulation defeet produced in this manner.
Disturbances in liver function which because of a
yet unexplained relationship between vita.min Kand pro
thrombin ?rigin in the liver, results in a prothrombin
deficiency the same as if the vitamin were not supplied
·1;o the body or as if it were not .being absorbed from
the intestinal tract
function.

so as to be available for body

Disturbances in liver function due to necrosis

produced by chloroform, (3) (15) (16) phosphorus, (17)
12

;and carbon tetrachloride {3) will be manifested by a
bleeding tendency and will be self corrected by liver
regeneration in four to six days.

Similar results have

been noted in hapatectomized animals. (18) (24)
A particular type of bleedine tendency is observed

in cattle which has

p)arently no counterpart in man.

This is sweet clover disease in cattle.

T his diseased

entity is recognized in cattle in which the coagulation .

and bleeding times are increased above the normals.

The condition appears in livestock which are fed hay or
silage made fro· sweet clover, which apparently spoils in

the curing process of hay formation and acquires dis
ease producing properties. Roderick (25) was able to

produce this entity by feeding sweet clover to cattle,
and recognized the relationship

diet.

of this disease to the

Sweet clover disease can also be preduced in

rabbits by feedin€ toxic sweet clover freely. (4) (26)
The conaition is not believed to be related to liver

damage by

a

toxic element· in the sweet clover because

the rapid recovery of the

disease p:roducing feedings.

animal on discontinuing the

rapid to be accounted for by

T nis recovery is too

liver regeneration. (4)

T hese experimental methode in the

viiamin K deficiency very in their

13

of

production of a
approach, but are

successful in attaining a common end result, a prothrom
bin deficiency.

The deficiency of this element has been

recognized as the agent responsible for the hemorrhagic
tendency.
Whipple (15) sought the explanation for the dis
turbed elating mechanism observed in animals in which the
liver had been damaged by chloroform poisoning.

He

believed the deficient or disturbed mechanism to be due to
a fibrinogen drop, with the thrombin and calcium ele
ments remaining at a normal level.

A fibrinogen drop was

accepted as being present, (27) (28) (29) but a disap
pearance of prothromoin was believed to be associated.
(28) (29)

Corin (30) stated that a Drothrombin drop also

accom:,anies the fibrinogen drop found with liver damage
due to phospihorus poisoning.
Roderick· (25) approached the oroblem of d termin
ing the element responsible for the delayed bl_o od clot
ing and hemorrhagic tendency observed in sweet clover dis
· se.

He attemJted to first rule out a fibrino- en de

fect as the responsible element.

in to the

The addition of thromb

lood of a diseased animal produced a normal

clot so that fi rinogen must be present for the elating
process.

The addition of a few droos of tissue extract,

or of freshly defibrinated blood to the blood of a dis-14

eased animal will result in a suitable coagulation pro
cess.

In the light of our present understanding that a

prothrombin deficiency is responsible for the delayed
clot, it is difficult to understand why a few drops of

tissue extract would .give a normal coagulation process

when added to blood deficient in the prothrombin ele
ment.

Perhaps the tb.romboplastin solution was not heat

ed sufficiently in the creparation of this solution.
Prothrombin will be present in thromboplastin solution
which is not heated.

This supposition is somewhat con

firmed by Roderick's own finding that cephalin, which
should have a similar action as a tissue extract, failed
to

give similar results.

Fibrin determinetions of the

bloDd of the diseased amimals showed normal amounts to
be oresent.

A prothrombin deficiency was recognized

and demonstrated by use of Howell's method of prothrom
bin determination. (31)

This method has since been

criticized for its inaccuracy. (32)

However, although

this method is crude in com arisen wi th the preE ent meth
ods

vailable, the conclusion drawn from these determin

·tions is correct.

Rabbits, in

ease is

also show a

produced,

which sweet clover dis-

prothromlin deficiency.

(26) Solutions of protnrombin prepared from a normal -animal 's

blood

would speed the coagulation process of the blood
15

d in vitro. Protbrombin
of diaeaaed animals when ao.de
od of diseased animal■
blo
the
om
fr
rly
ila
sim
•d
r
p r epa
Tbe addition of the
failed to show auoh an action.
that of a noraa.l aniaal
, blood from a diaeased animal to
aanis■ if ,BA exoe11 1D
might diatur b the clotting aeo
Buch a r eaction wa• BOt
aibator y factor wer e pr eaent.
of tke abnor aal animal
noted. Tae blood calcium levelnormal. T�e a4dit1oa
aaowed little var iation from tae
ele rate tae clotting.
of excess calo1ut failed to acc
protb r ombin content of
Tae progre1aive decr ease in tke
tbe number of platelet•
of the blood was independent of
aistent wita a p rotbr oa
present. These findings ar e con
t in tbe blood responbin deficiency being the ele■en
bance. The aemorraagio
1ible for tbe clotting distur
tae protbrombln level�
tendency did not occur until
ting a wide mar gin of
reached a very low mark indica
thrombin level and the
J
aafety between the normal pl'-O
tions of bleeding ooour a.
level where clinical manifesta
hod of pla■aa pro- ·
The , int r oduction of Quick'• met
e red an oppo rtunity for ,
tar ombin deter mination (33) off
se de.fioiency atatea.
and stimulated inte r est in, the
n made p roving the r ebee
e
hav
Jume roua observations
'T
dency, a• produced by tae
lationahip of tbe bleeding ten
ed, to a p rotkro■bin
va.rioua experimental metaod1 cit
defiQiency.
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�D ohiota, in whioa

a

bleeding tendency was pro-

duoed by a deficiency diet, a protllrombin plaa� lowering
waa noted, wbioh returned to normal with recoTery of

tae ch16ke fro■ the diaease. (3.) (9) (3,) (35)

loaonaeyder (3•) attempted to study tbia proble■ fv.rtker,

and• believed he ruled out a taroamotinaae (iaroabof

'

.

plastin) deficiency of the t�••ue or taroabooytea
(p�ateleta).

Be found no fibrinogen defioieno7 pr•••••

Ur-wasoan exces■ presence of antiooagulaiing agent•
The serum calciu■ leTel■ were low, but were

noted.

unaffected by calcium taerapy.

element was elevated.
tae plasma.

Tae inorganic paoapaona

There was no �•ange in tae pB of

Per unit of time, and under identical oon

d;t10111 lea■ ihromb�p was formed after tbe addition of
tarombopla■tin to the abnormal plasma tban to normal
plasma.
Dam (35) further confirmed tae abaenoa of tae
normal protbrombin leTel in tae diseased caiot•• plaa■a
by precipitating the pro·tbrombin fro■ tae plaaaa of
normal and of abnormal caiots.

The precipitate fro■

the latter group was. quantitiTely leas taan the pre
cipitate from tae former group.
Liver damage aas been shown to produce a aeaor
raagio tendency.

Those animal■, in which liTer da■age

aas been p�oduoed, demonatrate a p�otaro■bin 4efioleacy
l?

·-

.in taeir blood.
Warner (17) and Quick (3) prod�ce4 liTer da■age
in doga by oaloroform poiaoning wita a oonaequent
bleeding tendency appearing in taeae animal•, an4 o�
aerved a marked protaroabin fall correapond.ing_to t�e
. onaet of tae bleeding.

T�e protuoabin fall appear■

before a f1br1nogen decrea1e and also returns to noraal
'

aore slowly following liTer regeneration�

Tae bleeding

ti■e lengtbens waen tae protbrombin oonc�ntration dropa�
and at this _time, tae tibrinogen content ■ay still be
normal. (17)

Tae protaroabin determination• were ll&de

by Warner's aetbod (l?t.

Wita only moderate doae■ of

oal�rofora, tae protarombin decrease may be quite aarted

waile the normal fibrinogen level aaow■ little oaange. (18)
The prothrombin leTel a■aooiated witb l1Ter 4a■age due
to caloroform poisoning re�urns ,o noraa.l in ani■al• ia
6-10 days due t6.liTer regeneration.
A partial aepatectoay in rats produced a protaroabin

plasma deficiency whioa wa■ ■pontaneou■ly oorreoted wita
Tae fall,waa apparently propor
tional to tae amount of liTer removed. Tai■ ■ethod of

liver regeneration.

producing liver diafunction leaTea otaer tissue■ un
affected.

Tae fibrinogen·values remained normal.

Similar findings of a plasma protbrombin defioienoy
were noted in completely aepatectomized dogs. (34)
18

Tke prothrombin def1ciency noted following bepatN-

to■J in
tbe experi■ental animal aaa a relat1Tely early
,
on■et. (24)

Tkat the def1o1ency in protkro■bin ia due

to a lo•• of liver eubatance

&Dd not an ab■enoe of bile

1a ■hown by the finding■ of Bawt1aa (38) tkat 1, re
quire■

a-a

months for tae pro,uo■bin fal� to .oocu·1a

bile fiatula animal■•

Aneathesia, ae■orraage, blood

dilution, and trauma by laparoto■y were �t tae tao,ora

re■ponaible for the protkrombin deficiency ■inc.e oontrol
aniaala whica were operated on w�taout actually r•••1ag
liTer substance showed ·no ■1gn1f1oan� cbange 1n· 'k• pro
tarombin level.
Bile fistula dogs, and bile fistula rats, wbo
de■onatrated a bleeding tendency, also showed a pro-·
tarombin deficiency. (36)

Th• prothrombin deorea•• wa•

not due to any dieturbancy in the liver which could be
demonstrated by autopsy.

The condition was rather due

to tae decreased absorption of vitamin I. (11)

Tk•

fact ta�t a response to treatment was obtainable re
peatedly is further evidence that the liver was not
da■aged. (9)

The protarombin drop in biliary fia,uia

animals is independent of the vita■in � content in tke
diet.

Ligated bile duota in rats gaTe findings ■imilar

· to those observed witk a biliar� fistula. (12) (3,)
19

Ta• experimental approaoa to a Tiiamin I 4eflo1••�J
aaa therefore been acoomplieae4 by (1) 11■1t1ng tae
Tltaaln lncltl•:::clle�," (a) preTentlng tae abaorptioa of
taat •1taain from tae intestine in spite of it• pr•••u•

.

taere, and (3) pre•enting . the proper ut111sat1oa of iae
11Ter
Tltaaln to for■ prot�o■bln by reducing nor■al
.
fuactioa.

.

Ta••• ■etaod• all re■ulted in a oo-oa eD4

reault, a protaro■bin 4ef1o1enoy, an4 it■ oouequeat
,1.ec11ng tendency.

Ta••• could be readily oorreoted

bJ aupplylng tae T1ta■1a in tae diet, per■1tt1ag.1ta
abaorption, and proper ut111sat�on by the liTer.

20
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Clinical Vitamin I Jfef1o1enoy

Experimentally, 1t has been ab.own taat aemorraagio
diathesis may result from (1) a deficiency in tae 41et

of vitamin 1,(a) the failure of absorption into tae body

of vitamin� from the inteatinal tract, and (3) a 41 ►
turbanoe in tae function of the liver.

In eaca of ta••�

oaaea tae condition ahowed'a decreased plasma protaraabta
l

content.

Also, in every case, tae condition could be

corrected by remedying the disturbed phase in the proo•••

of absorption and utilisation of vitamin I in protbro■b1n
formation.

°

The clinical onset of a vitamin I deficiency diaN■e

cloaely parallels tae exper.imenial pictur�.

Theoretically, as in tae experimental an1■al, a pro-

thrombi.n def 1oienoy and consequent aemorraagio d�atae■1•
could o.ocur in man becauaecot-a dietary deficienoy.

llaw

ever, the wide dis,ribution of the vitamin in tae vulou
foods, and the diversified diet of ■an aakea ■uok a
condition highly i■prollable ..

_ Also·, it ■uat be r ►

■e■bered that tae vitamin X ·intake plays a part in any
vitamin I deficiency.

A• aaa been very aptly expreaeed, vitamin I 4 ►

ficienoy ■ay be termed a •conditional d'eficienoy, • 1ta
lack 1n the body being conditioned in man by aome otaer
factor tban a lack in the diet. \68)
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Thia conditioning

factor often manffests itself as a lack·of liYer bile
in the .intestine preventing the absorption of tai■ fat
soluble vitamin.

For that reason, the clinical picture

'of bile duct obstruction or biliary fistula fro■ wllat•••r
causes play an important part in tae•yita■ln I def1cieno1e■
with its characteristic prothrombin drop and. clinical
aanifestations of a hemorrhagic tend.enc7.
Tte �ravity of the problem of bleeding in these I
deficient patients ia recognized in the high mortality
..

associated with obstructive jaundice post operatiYel7
due to bleeding.

Thie problem �as recognized long before

the story of etiolAgy, laboratory findings, and treat
ment of ble.eding associated with vitamin I deficiency

was complete.

.

Kuaser, (40) in a review of the operatiye procedure■
.

attempted on the gall bladder up until 1884, noted the
high incidence of bleeding associated with these pro

cedures.

Wedelius (38) offered the fir■t report of

fatal bleeding in a patien� with jaundice, and.Smith,
(39) later in 1891, commented specifically on the·
hemorrhagic tendency in these patients.

Depage,

(41) in 1889,· obeerYed ��at approximately fifty per
cent o� the mortality associated with surgery in gall
22
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bladder di■ease was due to aemorraage.

Tai■ atate■ent

wa■ repeated at ■uoa later date■, e••n up Wltil 1937 _,
Be■orraage waa ute4 ,o
aa•e oocured in twenty peroent of on• ■eriea of operatiTe
�iliary oa■ea.

<•e)

Buaeroua iaTe■tigatora, a&TiDg reoognized tae laporl

anoe of tae bleeding teDdenoy in ta• ■orbidity &114 ■ort
-'

ality of oertain laWMlioe4 patienta, aougat tae etiology
of ,ae bleeding in taia ooaditlon.
Beoa�•• of the ae■olytio propertie■ of bile ao14•
and taeir ability to inaibit ta• ooagulation of bloo4
waen present 1n suffioient oonoen�rat1on in Titro,. ta•
origin of the aemorraa1o tendency waa often attributed
to them. (tf)

Jlorawitz (4?) considered tae exoe■• bjle ·

pigments circulating in tae blood to be re■pon■�ble tor
tbia bleeding.

Be obaer•ed that when one part of oi

bile waa added to ten to fifteen parts of dog•• blood la

Titro, the mixture was incapable of coagulation.

Bow

ever auoa a higa concentration of bile never occur■ in,
pundiced pa,tienta, and ■inoe the a.ntiooagul.ating dfeot

ie not obtained with lower oonoentrationa, tae obaena
tion waa not of clinioal.eignifioance.

Xing (•a) (48) consider•�·the bleeding in l&UDdloe

to be caused by the exoesa bile pigment in the blood.
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Be belieTed tke exoe■s bile to be to�ic and waa neutral
ized by oo■bining with ta• o&loiua in tae blood .. �or
�

.

taat reason, tae calo�ua •a• not aTailable for coagulation purpo■e■• Cantarow (60) ooncured wit• tll1•
belief, bu, waa unable to deaoutr

"·

e &DJ lower111g of

tlle blood calcium level wkicll ■lloul.4 occur if tll1• were
truf.
Beoauae of tk• ■peed111g of coagulatioa-on tlle acl
,41�1on of calcium to blood in Yitro, a oaloiu■ defioiea
cy wa■ often regarded a■ tae etiological agent in tllia
• def.eotive oo�gulation state.
Buckbind.er (511 obeerTed a decreased serum calo1ua
leTel in experimental obstructiTe laaa41oe produced 1a
doge.

Be also obeerved a calcium deficiency ia tuee

jaundices patienta, one of wko■ llad the ob■truo,1Te type.

Be 118.d.e no reference to any tendencJ to bleed in anJ
of these cases.

The suggestion that a oaloiua defect

may play an essential part in thia pioture·haa lla4--,
adherent� (48) (49) (50) (52) (53) (54) and. lla• beea

reoo-end.ed by many av.rgeona for preoperat1Te tllerapJ.
(43) (53)

(55) (58) (57) (68) (69) (60)

Otaer observation■ &Ad ooncluaiona aa to tlle Yalu•
.

.

of calcium as a therepeutio approach to the blee41ac
tendency are in contradiction wita·tae aboTe belief■•
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Ta• fact taat death• still occur from epontaneou■
hemorrhage in patients with biliary obstruction and. 1n
other conditions indicates that caloiua therapy ha■ not
solved the problem.
Linton (54) approached the proble■ of determining

iae preaenc•�or ab■ence of a calcium deficiency in

jaundice bJ experimentally ligating the bile duct• of
cats ■o a■ t� produce an obatruotion.

Oaloiua blood

4etera1nationa in these ani■al• ■aowed no change before

ti- after operation. They concluded that the lowered

coagulability of the blood in obst�uctive·jaundice wu
not due to a deficiency nor abnormality of the blood
calcium.
Jlany investigators examined the calcium level·an4
coagulation times before and after calcium therapy,�
found no laboratory findings on which to ju■tifJ tae u■e

of calcium therepeutioally. (61) (82) (63) (64) (65) (68)
Tae fact that the blood coagulation time 1■ not in-,

creased in parathyroidectomized experimental anim�l•,
tetany and other experimental and clinical conditions ln
which there is a calcium diaturbanoe has alway■ been

difficult to explain by tae proponents of a calcium de
ficiency being responsible for the bleeding.
Colbeck (67) suggested that a �ibrinogen deficiency
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■1gat be tbe agent responsible for this -bleeding tendency.

The reports in the literature are in general

■ore nuaerous in opposition to this tbeory tban sup
porting it.

Lewieohn (69) reported eeYen cases of

obatruot1ve jaundice in which tbe fibrinogen leYel•

were·nor■al in spite of the fact that four of the••
pati�nts ■bowed post-operative b�eeding.

lloas (?O)

oould find no relationahip between the bleeding tendenoJ and the fibrinogen level in experimental ob
atructiv� jaundice, nor could others in clinical ■tud1ea.
(71)

�

Yuioua-other theories were introduced to explain
tae bleeding diathesis, but it remained for Quick (32)
and others (72) (73) (74) (?5).to emphaaize that tae
deficient element in tae heaorrbagic diathea1a of
obstructive jaundice and otber conditions in which a
vitamin X deficiency is present is prothrombin.

81noe

the introduction of the various accurate metboda of

plasma prothrombin determination and the recognition
of a defect of this element being respoaalbl• for ta•
bleeding tendency in obstructive jaundice, and biliary
f1atula, the various disease ent1t1ea ahowing a ae■or
raagic diatbesia bave been exam�ned for a possible pro
taromb1n deficien�J.

Only those bleeding disease• wblca

are due to a vitamin-I deficiency will show a prothro■b1a

as

lowering.
Quiet (3) (32) using bis own method of prothro■bin
determination, studied the plasma clotting ti■ea in a
aeries of patients witb obstructive jaundice.

B• aaowed

tbe plasma protbrombin oonient was lower taan noraal
in those cases abowing a aemorraagic diathesis.

How

ever, a normal prothrombin leTel was observed to be
present in a.majority of tbeae jaundiced patients.
These patients did not show nor did not deTelop a he■or-'·
raagic diatbesi■ if ,heir protbrombin level remained
normal
Warner (72),offering a new method of prothrombin
determination which ae believed to be more reliable
than taat of Quiet, studied the prothrombin blood leTela

of a series of patients with obstructive jaundice, and
showed that those patient� with no bleeding tendenciea

had a prothrombin content of fifty percent of normal or

greater; whereas, those patients showing active bleediig

had a protbrombin oonte�t-of thirty-fiTe percent normal
or less.

A subsequent rise -in the prothrombin level

was associated with a cessation of bleeding.

Snell (77);in a oase study, cites a patient with
obstructive jaundice due to a stricture of the common
bile duct which resulted in a severe jaundice.
blood was virtually....J.ncoagulable.
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The

lo reference waa

made to a prothrombin deter�ination being made, _but
undoubtedly it would have showed a prothrombin defect.
Brinkhaus (77), in studying a series of patient•
· with obstructive jaundice, observed that the prothrombin
_decrease was not dependent upon the aevexity• or the
duration of the jaundice.

Every patient manifesting a

bleeding tendency showed a prothrombin determination of
tairty-five percent of normal or leaa.

Taeee finding•

conform ex4,ctly with previously reported figures •. ('12)
oo·oassionally a patient developed a •l9w prothrombin
level, and did not show clinical manifestation• of bleeding.
zone.

However, he waa considered to be in the danger
To strengthen the atatement that the aeverity of

the_jaundice doea not aff�ct the prothrombin content,
a patient mentioned by Brinkhaua (77) aaould be cited.
A prothrombin deficiency and a consequent bleeding wa■
observed in a patient with a biliary fistula.

Tae end

result of a biliary fistula, from the aspect of vitamin

I, is the same as that of complete biliary obstruction
'since no bile enters the intestine.

In no.case observed did a patient, bleeding beoauae
of obstructive jaundice, and therefore a vitamin I
deficiency, ahow a normal prothrombin value. (•6)

Scanlon (73), uai-ng-lfarnera.metaod of prothrombin

as

determination (72), observed twelve patients with
obstructive jaundice or biliary f1stulae •.. A prothroabin drop was obaraoteristic.

In only one oaee wa■

ot' tae bili-ary flow not associated
with a
.

obstruc-tiw

prothro■bin content of le■a t�an eigaty-four percent
,
.
of normal. In thia case, the.appetite w�s abnormallJ
good and tae obstruction was found to be inooaplete.·

Tkerefore, with a good appetite so that vitamin I wu
available )n the· intes•1nes, and a little aeepage of
bile into tae inteatine for absorbing the vituin,. the.
prothrombin level would not be expected to dro� verJ
sharply.

In addition to the references c�ted, others �ave

offered examples of obetructive•jaundioe patients, (7,)
(?6) and biliary fiatlllae.patienta (?,), whioa aave

■aown a prothrombin deficiency and resulted in active
bl_eeding�

Snell (46) obaerved that the■e patients.allow ta•

greatest bleeding tendency tlll'ee-to nine daJs poat
operativelJ.

Bleed.ing occur• post operatively becaua•

the surgical procedure aay .be the factor auff1oient

to car�y t�e prothrombin· content below the critical
level.

This ■aJ also be due to liver injurJ whioa u.a

alread-y been noted experi■entally to produce a prothroa
bin drop.

Thia liver cla■age .a&J be caused by t�• au ►
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thes1a.

The blood loss at operat1on may also be

factor.
Scanlon (73) states a drop of twentyto fortyper
cent maybe expected post operatively.

The blood loss

is important since some prothrombin is removed and the
remaining

blood

in t.ne. bodyis diluted.

Some prothromcin

maybe utilized post operativelyat the operative site.
In aa.aition to these factors tenaing
prothrombin level,

to lower the

patients with biliary· ano malies are

often on a prolonged low fat, low vitamin diet intake.
The third experimenta1 method of producing the
effects of ·an actual vit min K deficiencyis by liver
damag e.

Liver damage

aemorrhagic

as a be.sis of hemorrha-ge ·and a

diathesis

has long been recognized.

The

recog nized liver damage was the basis of the glucose
th.erapyin bleeding patients used long prior to the
recognition of the" related liver fun.ction · arid vitamin
K.

The

common relationship of a prothrom�in deficiency

was

not recocnized until the introdu-0tion of the newer

prothrombin test

and the recognition of the other vita

min K deficiencydiseases.
A resume of the early theories to explain tb.e basis
of the hemorrhagic tendencyw1th liver damage is essen
tially similar to those expounded to expl,ain the bleeding
in obstruct1 ve ja.unctice•

'f-b-e absence of or failure of
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formation of varioue blood

element

due to a liver mal

function were all offered in explanation.

It is now

recognized that the defect in this bleeding tendency is
tne same as in obstructive

ja.undice

a orothrombin deficiency.

and biliary fistulae,

This has been shown to be true

in experimenta1 liver damage

and

has also been ob

served to be true clinically.
Boland (74) and Snell (78) observed that the in
cidence of bleeding in obstructive jaundice is greater
when associated with a neoplastic obstruction than when
due to

an obstructing

tone.

This is explained by the

greater liver damage associated with the neoplasm which is
usually of a longer duration, and perhaps may even
involve the liver parenchyma itself.

That the liver

damage had an important part in some of these cases of
obstructive jauncice rat-her than a failure of absorption
of vitamin K alone is evidenced by tbe numerous experi
ment l findings of the prerequisite of the liver for
prothrombin formation. (31) (18) (2
4 )

Als o, it has been

noted clinically that patients showing liver damage
may have a bleeding tendency in the

obstruction. (79)

abs ence of a biliary

Where biliary obstruction is present,

the bleeding tendency is greater when associated with
liver damage, than the bleeding would be with obstruction

alone.
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Butt (80) cited three patients with advaneed bepa.titis
due to a biliary cirrhosis wb.ich showed a protb.rombin level
b elow normc,l.

Snell (81) recognized that the

pl s ma prothromoin level in dise·ases of liver parenchyma is
due to the inability of the liver to utilize vitamin
K, and offered clinical studies to back his statement.
A
with

prothrombin
Laenec's

deficiency

liver

malignancy involving

cirrhosis,

was

observed

(73)

associated

(77)and

advanced

the liver. (77)

Butt { 82) emphasizes the fact that even e. ba d1y
damaged liver is capaole of synthesizing prothrombin.
A pa�ient

witb clinical evidence of hepatic insufficiency

which was proven by hepatic function studies, was able
a in
to utilize vitamin K.and maint

fairly norma1 pro

thrombin level.
Quick (3) cites a case of jaundice of undiagnosed
etiology in wnicb bleeding manifest tions were present.
The

prothrombin time was markedly increased.

Four

transfusions were necessary to carry the patient along
safely.

As evidenced by liver function tests, the liver

function was reduced at first.
improvement, so did the

As the function tests showed

rothrombin level parallel this

improvement, and eventually bleeding stopped.
not

The case was

due to a K deficiency since alfalfa leaf

and extract failed to give ,a.n.y immediate response.
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The most frequent vitamin K deficiency observed is one
due to biliary obstruction or biliary fistulae.

How

ever, some unusua l clinical cases have been observed in
whicn vitamin K is not absorbed from the intestine or
absorbed in insufficient amounts due to factors other
than an absence of bile in the intestine.

The bleeding

in these cases is also due to a vitamin K deficiency
as shown by the prothrombin deficiencies and the rapid
response of the bleeding to vitamin K therapy.
Snell (78) bas reported a case of bleeding in
peptic ulcer in which a low prothrombin time was noted
and

the bleeding stopped with vitamin K therapy.

viously

Ob

this one favor ble comment is not conclusive,

but the case becomes more accept ble when it is pointed out
tha t among other f ctors, many of these patients
have a volunt ry dr stic uiet restriction.
Butt (82) reported a case of chronic ulcerative
colitis in whom a colon reseotion had been do.ne.
dences of

a

Evi-

complex vitamin deficiency developed.

Tb.e patient bled frorn a. tube which had been inserted in
an enterostomy opening.

The prothrombin time was in

creased to forty-six seconds. (Approximately twenty seconds
is

normal).

Vitamin K given by way of the enterostomy

caused the bleeding to stop on the next day nd the

prothrombi clotting t� dropped to twenty-six seconds.
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In a second patient, the left half of the trans
verse colon and the descending colon were removed after a
preliminary ileosigmoidostomy due to multiple polyps
causing repeated intestinal obstruction.

The operation

was followed by a partial obstruction for twenty-eight
days and an enterostomy done.

The prot:b.rombin time wa.s

then observed to be 151 seconds and vitamin Kand bile
salts were given through the enteric stoma and the pro'

thrombin time decreased to normal.
Clark (83) reported a case of bleeding witb n in

creased prothrombin time in a patient in which tr·ans

duodenal aspirations had been carried out for a consid
erable period of

ime for intestinal obstruction.

The

continual duodenal aspirations had removed the .bile from
the intestinal tract.

hindered.

Vitamin K a.beorption w·as thereby

In addition no food was being given by mouth.

Prior to the recognition of the true basis of this bleed

ing, the condition was attributed to failure of the

anastomosis or leakage of the blood vessels as a result
of an underlying p�thological process.

Similar cases of a vitamin K deficiency and a low

prothrombin level have been observed in ulcerative col

itis, peptic ulcer, gastric resection, gastro-enterost

omy, external and internal intestinal fistulee, chronic
middle ileum obstruction with diarrhea, non-tropical
34

aprue, colonic reaection,·and hypertropa1� gaatr1t1a.
( 83) (84)

Vitamin I tAerapy 1a of no T&lue in tao•• blee41JII
cond1t1ona ·not related.to a T1taa1n I defioienoy u for
example in aeaopa111a, (82) (85) (86) (87) tAroabooJt►
penia, (82) (87) and etc.
Kennoraag1a, metrorraagia, toxio purpura, ••••nt1&1
hematuria, Bantia syndrome, aeaolytio 1cterua, aplutio
anemia, a�d other bleeding condition• ll&Te been fowul
to have normal protllroabin level• and are taerefore not
affected by vitamin I therapy. (82)
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D1agno■1a of ta• Bleed1ng Tendency

· Tae ■orbidity and ■ortality aa■ooiated wita uneontrolable •�•orrhage, e■peciallJ as a poat-operat1Te
complication, make• &DJ method of ,deter■iDing a bleed
ing tendency prior to the onaet of actual bleeding of
great aignifiouoe.

larl.y recognition of �•1• oondltioa

permit■ prompt and actiTe ueataent tbcpreTent tae UD4ealr ►
able and dangeroua actiTe bleeding.

�

.

Prior to the recognition of a prothroabin detioinoJ
in the plaa■a aa the reaponsible element in ■uy of••••
bleeding condition■, and prior to ta• introduotion of
Quick (33) �nd Warner (1?) ■ethoda for conTenieat &D4

•u

accurate meaaure■ent of the•• ele■enta,·nu■eroua teat•
were deTiaed to recognise a potential aeliorraage.

T�•

very J1Ultiplicity of taeae teeta 1• evidence taat no oDe
ot the teat■ offered wae wholly ■atiafaotory.
were oonatantlJ forthcoming.

Jew•••••

lince th• introduction of

-

tae Quick and
Warner test■, thia effort baa
.been expended
.
,
ind4evia1ng aod1ficat1ona of theae t·eeta wa1ch ha-Ye

pro�•o tbemaelv�s complex but aoourate,for 011nioal par-

poses.

..J

It 1·■ an aooeptable ■:tatement tb.at . the tend.eDOJ tt
aeaorrhage may be expected to be,greater in weak aD4
debilitated pat1ent■ tun in atro11ger on••·
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ilao, tk

..

onncea of bemorrllage. �curring &re obvi��•lJ gr•a�_•• �Wita

after eo■e ••�dencet .of aleeding ll&a ·oooured. (88)
'

.

lact of a�aati■faotory laboratorJ procedure to reoopl■•

tae potential bleediq, , •••• factors ••r• g1Ten ■pN1&1·
attention.

Kleinert (89) e■pai■ised obaening otaer

clinical aign■ as the age of·tae patient, tae coatraot-.
ility of tae ti■suea, and tae general pbyaical oond1t1oa.
I;J (90) 'ati.ted tut the �nlJ waJ to deter■one a ble�

ing tendency waa to'watoa and ••• 1� the patient bleed.a.
Tll• deter■'ination f)f U&e coagulation ti•� and tlle
bleeding ti■e aa•• beoo■e aouwaat of a preoperat1Te
routine prooedur• 1a, ■aaJ lloapitala.

AD4 yet, taia ..,_

tllo4 aa■ failed to indicate potential bleeding eatiatut
ti■• ,etllod• ,· U.Te
Various •41fi•d-�ooaplai1on
.
.
.
.ot till• pro--4oe.
been deviaed to o•erco■e tlle allorto�■inga'
o:rily.

In all more than tairtJ ■etlloda are &T&il�ble. (91)

In 1908, Robertaon (12) ob■ened an increue4 •...

ulation ti■e to be uaooiate4 witll jaundice.

Coils (82,)

cited two ca■•• of lle■orraage aaaooiat,4 witll ob■traot1••
in waioa
jaUDdiee
. tae eoagul.ation-tillea were abaorll&l.lj
,
prolonged: Otll�r• alao ob■ened an ·i�or�•••d ooagQJ.atloa
t1■• witll obatruoti•• jaun41c• by •�ioua ■etllocla. (II)

• (59) (9•) (95)

Eus•l•�• (18) reoopised oertaia lialt

ationa of tlle ooagulation ti■e and aiated tut tae
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T&l�••

were easential but not conclusive in determining ,ae

Tae 010,ting ti■•

aemorrugic te�enoy of a paiient.

may be normal aliaouga apontaneou■ bleeding 1• already
.

ooourring.

.

Be beli_eved one of iae ■aoriooaiq• · in iu

procedure lie in deieraining iae bleeding teadeaoy ia

>tae.akin, waioa
ae did not oonaider a good criierioa
. .
of tae bleeding ieDdenoJ in iae oiaer ii■au••·

r1

"

111.rp&J (9?) in 1so,, ·in a atudJ of ta• ooagulatioa

-

timea'in fifteen jauadiced patients in whica iae le■ioaa
I

•

\

•

•

included gallstone■, catarrh&l ja�ice, oaoleoyai1iia,

cirraoaia of tae liver, cancer of tae liver, an4 oi�er

diaeaaed oondit•ion&, ob■e-rved no difference• in iae

ooagulat1on time• between iae patient demonstrating

biliary pathology and tae normal individual.
'

Buat (98)

concluded from iae fao,a obtained by queationairea to
('

three aundred hoapital taat routine coagulation tiae

determinations were of little value.

Others coaourred

wita the belief iaat coagulation an4 bleeding ii••• were

of limited value. (66) (?•) (81) (88) (99) (100) (101)
Tae coagulation and

bleeding tiaea were observed to be normal in a·ome ouea

in tae preaence of active bleeding. (10?) MorAwitz (47)
accounta for normal coagulation ti••• in tae faoe of a

_marted prothroabin deficiency by tae fact taa1 fibrino1••
1• atill being converted into fibrin regardle■a of tae
38
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•
,._
, .,
'\

- .

.

inadequacy of tAe maae action.

Tae proo••• ia· aerelJ

decreased, but it is not eliminated..

ror th1• reaaon

coagulation and bleeding time determination• are un,

aatiafactory to 4eter■ine a bleed�ng tend.ency due to
a protllrombin ·d•f�ciency.
Ta• degree or depta of jaundice ia not a reliable
index of ta• bleeding tendency.
•

A

In biliary fistula•

for example, altaouga tae poasibilities of hemorrAa.ge
may be fullt aa great aa with obatructive biliary d1a
(
ease, no evidences of jaundice are preaent.
•

C'

Comfort (88) cona1dered tae ioteric index of value
to determine the tendency to bleed.

Boland (?4) oon

aidered the height of tae bilirubin a fair index of tae
bleeding tend�ncy in jaundice.

Otaera did not agree

with these viewa and conaidered· the teata tmreliable.
.

(102) (104)

.

\.

Alao, tae duration of· tae jaundice offer■

no desireable information. (94) (102)
Linton (94) suggested using the sedimentation rate to
recogniKe the bleeding tend.ency.

Tae rapid sedimentatiODr

rate of tae�re� blood cell• in jaundice wae first noted
while determining the coagulation time of blood·in cat•
in which ob�tructive. . jaundice had been produced experi.
mentally by ligation of �•e common bile daot. T••-rate
increaaed aa liver deged•r�tion occurred and tae duration
of·the jaundice inoreaaed.
18

Linton atated that aiailar

�esults were obse"ed clinically.
Rosenthal (61) a�so·reported th� sed1mentat1Qn rate
to be increased in ■ost oases of carcinoma aDd c�ole
cystitis with-or without
jaundloe.·· Be conceded
that t�e
,.
.
.

'

te�t was not a �peoific one but he bel1eYed it added a

.

.

�aluable addition to the tests already used.

,9

The teat

modified by febrile condi ,_10na. and therefore ia of
less ,yalue- ip the presence of feyer. p1ute (10?) objeoied to the uae of the sedimentation rate because other
,

innumerable factors affect the reading■•
f'\

•

I

The rate ia

increased aboYe normal in febrile states, extena1Te
malignancy, pregnancy,·anemia, and exerciae.

Ot�•r•

held similar viewpointa.regar�ing the diaadvantagea of
this �eans of diagnoaing a bleeding tendency • . (100)
{102) (104) (105)

.

(

lygaard (109) suggested determining the tendency to

bleed by use of a •clotting index.•

Oxalated blood ia

rec�lcified and the clotting t1•• ob�erYed.

Tae

1

1n4ex•

1s the quotient of the normal coagulation time diYided
•

I

'

by the coagula�ion.time required by the patient•• blood.
The normal index is therefore considered to be .one.

11g�t ·

t�ntha to one,and two tenths was considered in the noraal

range.' A high index 1a an index of good coagulation.

Patients with a lo• index should tend to bleed. Wygaard
40

(110) fro■ clinical obaerTationa, belleTed tae teat to
be of Talue.

Bancroft (99) alao auggeaied tae ue of a elo\tlat.

■

indez deter ined in another a&llller.-

Ta• 1Ddez 1a eq11al

to tae quotient'of
tae protaroabin and f1br1nogen ooa.
,
.

.

oentrationa d1�1ded by tae ani1taro■b1n oonoentration.
,-. content in tae blood of eaob,of ta••• faotora aa4
�

40

"

__

be 4eterJine4 to 4er1Te at iae 111d.ez iaerefore. .,,. _,Or

clinical uae auoa a ■etaod 1a too elabora�e .
ITy (101) oona14•r-4 lae teat 1naoourate.

l•

..r�•••r,

Atte■pta·to

·atudy clotting bJ a,parating tae coagulation prooeaa
into 1t11 factor■ are ■111leading.
Lee (111) auggeated a !oaloiu■ in Titro• te1t to
determine a pat1entt1 ■ ae■orrngio tendency.

Tll• effiouy

of his test waa oonourred wita by Doiay (il2).

Do1•J

recognised that the aerum oaloiua in obatruot1Te 3&UD41ee
ia not deorea(aed, and ■aj even be inoreaaed, but tbe
tendency toward heao�raage 1a aasociated with a aaortai•
of caloiua ion• &Tailable for cloiiiq •. · In t•1• teat, •. ,
oalciwa claloride aolution 1a added to frealuy drawn
�
blood�already obaerved to aaTe an 1noreaaed coagulatioa

tiae.

If the delayed time 1a due to obatruot1Te. 3auadiee

tae al'.1<!1tion of taia caloiu.m. will g1Te a normal ooag,ala-..
tion time.

Ta• fallioy in tae reaaoning of thia teat••
41

that the addition of oll,oiua cannot g1Te a noraal ti■•

1! there is a marked drop in prothroabin, which�• t�e.

factor wllich 1■ responsible tor tae deiayed t·1■e in
obstruct1•e·jaund.1ce�
The.-&dditican of calciua chloride to oxalated plUM•
gives ohange■ in the cloudines■ of the aerua dur1ng·tu
-�oagulation procesa.

Thi■ augge�ted the po■sibilitJ of.
tpplf1ng �• photoelectric cell to the obaerTation of
r

•

�the/coagulation process. (113)

The method 1• ba■ed OD

the principle of increasing abaorption�of light during
coagulation of blood.

Tke Tariation in the amount of

light transmitted through the solution are recorded by
means of a phot�electric cell connected to a aena1t1Te

galvonometer.

The galTonometer deflection ia reflected

on a rota�ing photo sensitiTe paper in a camera�

1

The

advantage• of this test are that the personal element
ia eliminated and the process of coagulation 11 not 41■turbed by motion during the test.

The record is e■p•�

ially- suitable .for a graphic pres•ntation of pbyaioal

changes no�ed .in blood during the process of ooagulatlon..... •

The diaadvantage of this teat lies -in the elaborate
apparatua necessary.

Bygaard (11•) reported that thia te•* proved it
aelf of prognoatio Talue in patient■ with obatruot1Te
XLII

Oomfori (88) also belieTed the test io be of

jaundice.

clinical Talue.
Boyce (115) auggeated obaerTi ng tae clot foraed'ja
bloods being okeoke� for.tke bleeding teMeaoJ.

Patieata

w_1ta a ke■orraacio tendenoJ kaTe large, bulkJ, poorlJ
retracti ng clot■•

nea placed on filter'paper, tae.olet -

-�•t• a l�rge aurfaoe.
.be1ng'laan4l•d.
•

t

It pro■pilJ fall■ to p1eoea oa
I

•

Ta• clot in a nor■al patient or a

�&UD-

�

.

. dieed_patient w1t�ut a bleeding tendency ia •�ler,
f�r■er, and definitely retraotile. It shows NO tENDenoy toward diaintigration on being A&ndled.

Obaena'6••
.

.

of the clot ■aJ be uaed in coa3unction wita a ••rua ••1ume teat. al■o ■uggeated bJ Boyoe.

An arbitrary UIOllllt

of blood ia collected and allowed to atand.
olot ia re■oTed and the ••·ru■ Tolu■e read.
ia studied aa auggeated aboTe.

T�• till&l /
Tae oloi

Tae index 1a equal to

tlle quotient of tile aerua Tolu■_e d1T1ded by one ult · tke
1

Tolume of the blood withdrawn.

Tile quotient one 1a

ooa-

eidered normal, and indioee below t�i• are progr•••1••17

ind1cat1Te of_lle■orrl:lage. A routine blood count la.in
dicated to correct &AJ aourc• of error due to ,a.ne■ia.
Boyoe cited a ea•• lliatory in waich the teat proTed'ot·
.rilue.
�vr'.i

bamination·ot blood a■ear■
FORTY-THREE

·,-

au

been auggeaied to

predetermine possible bleeding.

TAe degree of 11&oro

cytoaia was belieTed related to t�e pote�tial ae■orr�e.
Boyce (102) examined tAe blood a■eara of fourteen jaua•

I

diced patients &114 obaerTed aligat degree• of ·aaorooytoaia in •leTen of th••• patient•.
/

ITen prior" tile acceptance of••• Titaain X, llTer,

prothroabin relationallip, damage to ta• 11Ter parenoA�&

'waa recognized u being r�lated. to- & bleeding teD4enoJ.

J'or that r_eaaon, any teat wllicll d�•outratea the degree

of .11Ter damage, allow• &lao tAe tendency to bleed if ta•
condition 11 due to iiTer damage. (88)
recognized liTer function teat■ and otAera have been
uaed to determine the bleeding ieDdencJ.

>

Ivy (101) recognised tile inaoouraoy of ta• aod1fle4
I

I

bleeding time method■ offered to date 1n· predeteral111 a
tendency to bleed.

Be auggeat�d a aodifioation of tae

Duke method •. The cuff of a as-Jpaeanometer ia placed'.

about the ar■ and the pressure 1• �aiaed to about forty

■illi■etera of ■ercury.
tae venous return.

!Aia ia belieTed to cut off

A akin puncture is taen·made as.1a·

the Duke metaod and the bleeding time 1a reoord�d.

ITJ

tried t�1• teat. in a number of oaaes of obatruotiTe jau�
dice and found in ■any oases that the ITJ ti■e waa in
creased whereas the Duke tiae was normal.
FOURtY-FOUR

Ta• Ivy bleeding time has re�eived favorable or1t-

1cis■ in the literature and ua been tried olinioally

with satisfactory result■• (45) (77) (10,) (115) (116)

.' Joyce (102) believed taat the olot produced by t�e pwaot
ure, is ■o minute that it 1a Wllitely to be serioualy.
affected by liaitation of tae veaou■.return.

Boy1. (•5)

believed the arbitrary upper ti■• li■it ot 1LOrll&l ■eleot-

1 - ..

ed by�Ivy (tour.minute■) probably·perm1ta 1nolua1oa
w� tain tb:1• 'ti■e 11■1t patient■ 1'1ta a bleeding teD4eMJ. · .
il■o _tbe age ot the pat_ient ex&llline4 1a ■1gn1f1oaat.

In a s•riea ot nor■al oontrola, t•e younger individual•

had an average venous pre■sure bleeding ti■e of one ■iae
ute.

Tae bleeding time inoreaeed with 1ncrea■ing age.

In a control seventy year■ of age, the Ivy ti■• aaa folUMI
s

•

to show a normal time of four ■inutea.
While moat of tae above test• llave been dev1aed.
wita the purpo■e of determining the bleeding ten4enoy

..

in obstructive jaundice and their olinioal value deter-

■ined on jaUDdioed patient■, taeir uaefuln••• or laot

of uaefuln••• 11 just a• great in any other vita■in K
def1.c1ency disease ■ince th•· plaa■a pathology

j1

tae

same in all vitamin I defioiencie■.
A dirct approaoa to the_deter■ination of tae bleecl
ing tendency ia now available.

FORTY-FIVE

Since it baa been reoog

.

.

niEed that a prothrombin dffioienoy i■•reapon■i,1e for
■any bleeding oond.itions, reliable method■ for deterai.a
ing the plaa■a ooptent of thi■ factor haYe been-4eYi■ect.
In those oonditi�u,in waloh the bleeding 1■ due to a
prothrombin:defloienoy, deter■ination■ of the content of,·
tais'particular element in tae plaama will indloaie any
tendency to bleed if tae leYel 1• below nor■al.

Pro

thrombin determination■ of the blood are no longer only

of acedemic intereat or confined to tae experimental
°

paa■e of medicine therefore:·
The quaniitatiYe analy■ia of a blood pla■u for a
phya1olog1o complex �no•n only by it■ capacity io for■·
thrombin n•t obYiou■ly be an ind.irect.mea■ure■ut. (1�?)
,

Howell (3�) offered a method of prothrombin determination
•

J

.

,

in which the prothrombin content w8.s c_on·aidered directly
related to the time required by oxalated plasma to cloi
on the udition of calcium •. 4a increa■ed prothrombiu.
concentrate should give a decreased clotting time.

Be

believed the deoal4ifioation of the plasma and reoalcif-

. ioation served to bring into act1Ye form th� maximum
supply of prothrombin available.

Quick (32) ha� since

criticized this procedure in that this coagulation ti■•,
is inaccurate becau■e of the influence of the rate of
thromboplastin liberation by the platelets.
forty-six

That there

1a an effect from the rate of.tllro•-oplaatin libera•toa
is .shown by the change in the clotting ti■• by ck&Dg1111
tae apeed at whica the blood ia centrifuged.

.

'

ne fa•�

er ■peed■ re■oTe,■ore platelet■ fro■ the plae■a and
· taereby laaT• l••• thrombopla■tin &Ta1labl• for tae
clotting proo•••·
Quick (33) accepted the theory tut blood olotti111
ooours 1n two ateps.

Prothro■bin, thro■bopla■tin, an4

calciu■ interact to for■ thro■bin. Ta• foraed taro■b1a
�.
ooabiu■ with f1br1nogen pre■ent in ta• blood to for■
Qu1ok baaed

fibrin �aioa 1a re■ponaible for tae clot.

hie prothroabin te•t·on thi■ for■ula.

Acoord1ng to ta•

law of••• action, tae rate of clotting •�uld be�
•

.,,

'

portio�l to tae conoentzation of tae ele■ent• ooaoeraed
-c..

I

in tae clotting.

I

If •ariablea, other taan the pr�tuoa

bin, are kept oonatant, the �ate of clotting would be
proportional to the prothro■bin a•&�lable.

Jaa1• (1) · .

. belie••• aaintaining the throabopla■tin u4 oaio1u■
le•el• oon1tant 11 a needle•• preoaution.e Be beli••••
taat -the amo�t of throabin for■ed 1a 1ad.epen4ent of tae
calcium or plateleta(thro■boplaatin) present, bu� T&riea
only with tae pla■ma factor (prothrombin).
Quick (33) ■uggested the u■e of an oxalated pla■and recalcifying it with-a fixed and opti■al quantity of
forty seven

,.

'

oalciua w:ta.ioa would �• a constant �-.o,or. in all deter
minations.

An actiTe thrombop�aaiin aolution would be

included in the preparation to shorten tae clotting
time to a min-....

After a certain a11ouni of tlaro■bo-

plaatin ia &clde4, exceasea will n�t aaorten t�• olottiq ·
t1■e further.

rollowing t:ta.ese taeoriea, Quiot de• �1be4

tae actual procedure a• follow!\.:

line cubio oellt1aetera

of blood are mixed witll one oub1o·cent1meter of tenta

molar sod�ua oxalate and· centrifuge� at a low apeed for
fiTe minute,.

.

One tenta cubic cent�aeter of tae plu•

.

ia mixed wita an equal quantity of throm�oplaatill, &Id
one fortiet�·molar calcium caloride solution.

The t11le

is taken from tae addition of t:ta.e oalciua ■olutioll ut11
tlle appearance of a olot.

Tlle · aolution 1■ kept_ in a

water bath atthirty aeven degrees centigrade for tlle
Clotting t1mea greater tA&D the
, .
mal timea allow a prothrombin deficiency.
clotting proceaa.

b.01'-

Quick (118) ■ad• mention of tbe fact that waol•

blood aay be used for tbe determinations theoretioallJ
rat:ta.er taan oxalated plaama, but praotiaallJ it 1• un-'
aat1afactory.

Whole blood woUld require taking blood

for eacb determination, and it doe1 not permit the exaot _
timing poasible with a tranaparent media aa plasma.
The protarombin clotting times can be interpreted
in percent of nor■al. (118)
forty- eight

lormal plasma may be 411-

-..

uted with known amount■ of prothriabin free plaaaa • ►
cured by ta• aluminum aydroxide metaod. (111)
concentration• ·may be prepared.

TarJ1DI

Tae clotting ti■e for

. these oonoentrat1ona aay be plotted on a graph and a
It wae aaown that fro■••••• Yalu••
k/o . In ta1• fora formula ooul.4 be der1Ted, t-= ,a�
•

curve ·oonatruoted.

aula, ·a and k &a• conatanta, o 1• tae protaroab1D oo.:

centration:. and t 1a the clotting time.

a=

10.29 a.n4 k: 353.?2.

ror a'Wll&D bloo4,

Taeae oonatanta T&.rJ •1ta

the thromboplaatin preparation ueed.
Qu�ck (3) waa able to reduoe taenoraal protuoa
bin time to twelTe to thirteen aeoonda by u•• of a ·1■proved thromboplaetin preparation.

PreTioualy, h1•

normal ti•• kad been twenty to twenty-two aeoonda.
Pohle (120) and llagata (121) eaphiaized tMttaport
ance of a constant and accurate teap�rature 1n the·water
bath used for tae Quick determinations.·
llagath (121) suggested checking Quick determ1nat1ou
'.

which allow reading• greater than forty eeconda by diluting the plasma with an wqual quantity of aaline and tu
coagulation time ekould be doubled.

If the diluted plaa■a

•a• a clotting tiae of eighty second• or greater, _the

patient•a prothromb1n concentration is in tke danger sone.
Warner ll?) believes that Quick prothromb1n deter49

•

◄

minations include the time required for ta• oonTeraioa

of prothrombin to thrombin and alao the time required I
for the thrombin to react with the fibrinogen.
J

Warner

, therefore sought
to eliminate the converaion time •l••••t
•
·in order to _gain a truer estimate of the pr•thr9mb1n ooD
tent. ror this reaaon, he· timed only the second paue
of the clotting process.

The prothrom..bin convere1on
'

-

phase 1■ taereby eliminated. ,lAMaaue of the thro■b1a'

'

fibrinogen phase ahould be directly proportional to ta•
protluo■bin content.

Aa a preli■inary step in the deter-

mination.taerefore, the plaama prothromb1n 1a converted
into thrombin by the ad.ditio� of· an optimal amount of
calcium and an excess of thromboplaetin.

However, tae

plaama fibrinogen is firat reaoved to atop the action
at the throabin phase.
The aore detailed procedure 1• aa follows:

venoua

blood is drawn into a Taaelined syringe and plaoed in a

aaaacrit. tube containing one and one aalf oub1o oenti......(

..

meters of oxalatei:aolution.

Tae ox&lated blood 1■ oen�

rifuged at three t�ouaand revolution■ per minute.

The

plasma volume is noted and the dilation by 1•• ·oxalate
solution is calculated.

T�i1 plasma i� then defibr1D

ated by tae addition of a thro■�in preparation.

��

The fibrinogen preaen� and the added thrombin react to
50

-

I

form fibrin.

Jifteen minute■ are allowed �o inaure c�a

ne

plete clotting and destruction of excess tllrombin.
precipitated fibrin 1■ rolled ou� and the expressed

fluid ia,thea.,the original plaau lacking it• original
fibrinogen oontent, but containing ita original prot�abin content.

Saaple■ of tae pla•• are oaecke4 for , ►

maining traoes �f fibri110gen by further addition of tllre■bla.
.

'

To .�he fibrinogen free plasma, an opti■um aacn,at of o&l)

. Ci� and an exce■s tllromboplastin· are added.
.

.

0

1

.lll iDOU.b..

tion period 1■ ·allowed to conTert tae�protllrombin to
,t�rombin.

Since tae fib�inogen has been re■oTe4, ta•

process goes no further taan that of thro■bin foraation.
�ibrinogen is then added to Tarious dilutions of tae

plaama taking into account the dilution originally pro
duced by the oxalate solution.
recorded with a stop watca.

The cio�ting ti•e� are

By means of an interpolatioa

curTe, the dilution required to giv� a fifteen second
clotting time is recorded.

This dilution factor is ooa

sidered the number of thro■bin units or prothrombin unit■
present in the plasma.
The oxalate solution is prepared by ad�ing-aeTentyfiTe thouaandtha pa■ of Modiua•a&lat•
.
' to one hUDd.red
cubic centimeter■ of nine. ten·.";hs ,. percent sodium cllloride
solution which gives a one and five tenth■ percent
5I

solution.

The oalciwa chloride solution 1a prepare4

with five tenths gram calciwa chloride, and five bundred and twenty five thousandth• gram sodium ollloride

in one hundred cubio oenti■eiera of diatilled w•t•r.
r

The thro■bin 1• prepared bJ mixing a1x drops ■al1n• w1,h
,hree drops eaob of oaloiua olllor1de aolut1on, tu�•'bo-

pla■t1n, and pla••· · The aeru■ 1• rio� 1n ,1aro■b1a
which 1a exp��•sed and uaed at onoe.
'l •

Tbe f1briaog•• 1■
,

.

.

prepared bJ preo1p1t&tl.. oxalated pla■u w1t� o•• ,klrcl
If

f

volWDe of ■aturated umoniu■ aulphate. ·r1br1nogea 1•
. prec1p1,tated which 1a i:ed1asolie4 in oxalated aalipe
equal in amount to the plaama uaed.

The prec1p1tat1oa

ia repeated twice &114 t�e final prec1p1tat• 1• re4la

•olve• in a volu■e of oxalated aaline equal to two �klr4•
of the volu■e of the original plaama..

Th1• ■olut1oa 1a

dialyzed for ninety m1nu,ea to re110ve the u■oniua •111phate.
Thia method of prothro■b1n determination el1■iaa,ea
the pitfall• found in other ■etboda.

.

•o prothro■bin 1•

lost or altered in the preliminary puref1cat1on.

There

is complete conversi9n of the prothrombin to thro■b1n.
There 1• no d1a1nt1grat1on of for■ed thro■b1n, and tker•
is a fixed standard as a baaia of comparison fro■ 4&J
to day.

(l?)
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Smith (16) offered a mosifioat1on of ,ae Warner

method and alao changed the preparation of tae T&rloua

The blood is drawn into a Taaelinecl ayri•

solution•.

and added to oxaia,e ao1u,io� 6f greater oonoentratioa

,aa, uaed by Warner.

than

rollowing ,he eentrifugiag

ot ,he oxalated bleo4, a new type of prepared taro■bln

ia ad.ded)o p�eoipitate tae fibrinogen.

The ,aro■bln 1•

added in proportiona of about o•'to ten to tlle plu•
�

lo,,,.�

•

•

waioh·is 41f•ted ao aa to giTe a clot in about fif�e�n
aeoolld.s.

Tae·reagente were found to be l••� Taria1tl.•

in thei� aotiTi'J if ■mall u�ta of aoaoia were ad.cl
ed during the 010,ting prooe••·

The· reat of tae prooe4-

ure wa• unaltered fro■ the Warner method exoep, .for ta•
altered concentration and prepara,1on of ,he reagent ■

uaed.

The concentration of tae o�alate aolution •••

·increased fro■ ••••nty-fi•e. thouaandtaa to n1nety�two

tbouaandtha gram per hundred cubi� oenti■et•r• of ner

mal saline.

Tae caloiua chloride aolution oona1atecl

of four llundr_edtha graa· aodiWll oalor14e -and aixt1-•••••
hundredth• gru calcium chloride to give a_1olution
1aotonio with nl• tentlla percent aodiua oalo�ide.

Ta•

tllrombin wa• prepared from pure prothroabin by tae a4cl- ition of oaloiua chloride and thromboplaatin.

The

pure prothrombin wa1 prepared by the ammonium 1ul�t•
53

Jibrinogen waa prepaaed by a -

preo1p1,at1on ■etaod.

neaiua aydroxide abaorption prooeaa.

Stewart (133) auggeated a !urther ■odifioa,�o• of

tae Warner method.

e
Be-auggeated
. expreasing '•• pr...

taro■bin leTel in peroent of norll&l.

•oraa.1 ooatrol

plaama and an nDkDoW1l plaama are titrated in exactly

�·

tae aame ■anner u in tae l■ita teoanio ·c1s), tr1pl1ea,.

reading• being aade.

lino• tae final ooagul.at'ioa tuie

ia taken aa inv•r••lJ proportional to tae protuo■b1a

concentration, tae following for■ula ■aJ be aet up:

TO/TX x DO/DX·:

� of nor■al plaama: prothro■bia 1a

tae unknoW1l aolution.

TO 1■ equal to the olottiq t1M

·of the oonvrol, TX ia equal to tae clottiag t1■•. of tJae
unknown, DO is·equal to the dilution factor of ,ae con

trol, and DX ia equal ,o the dilution taotor of tae u�
known.

r�esh plaama ahould be uaed for the contro� la

eaoa aet of titrationa.

Ziffren (1a•) and Smith (88) criticised the Warner

method of prothrombin determination in taat ita oo■plez-

ity matea it 1nappl1oabl• for_routine olinioal uae.
Ziffren (1a•) auggeated a aimplified
off"pro

••'*

tarombin determination, while not aa exact aa the more

complicated meth�d•, 1• 110re suitable for general ollD1.

oal uae. · The teat ia made on waole blood. ·. Quiok (111)
54

,

hatrprevioualy stated that whole blood wa■ taeeret1oal1J
I

aatisfaotory.

The determination 1■ made by plao1q ••

tenta cubic centimeter taromboplaatin i� a teat ,ube aa4
adding frlaaly
·■art.

d.raWD

blood t� the one oub1c oeati■eter

Ta• tube ia inTerted and tilted repeatedly to

obaene the clotting time.

Th• teat 1a repeated on a

normal individual and ttie untnoWD 1■ ezpreaaed 1n pe:11� oent of nor■al baaed ot . tae following equation:
.,

olot-

ting activity in percent of _nor■al eq�l• tae olot•1-.
�ime of the normal d1T1ded by tae clotting ti■• of ta•

unknown, tae quotient multiplied by one hundred.

i11a1e

ally, according to l1ffren, taia teat T&riea l••• taaa
fifteen percent fro■ Warner•• metaod .. The new teat
■eaaurea tae awn of �ariablea, but it ia praot1oal for
clinical purpose■•

It el°1■inatea centrifuging, reoal-

cifioation, and titration.

,_ I

Patient• with Taluea of

forty percent of normal or leas tend to bleed. ·Taluea

of fort�;to �•venty percent are conaidered in the'd.aDger zone.

Fiaoaer (125) auggested a metaod of prothroabin

determination in wa1oa the determination 1■ read

in

rel-

ative concentration■ of tuomboplaatin required to 11ve
a conatant time �••ult.

Thia ia•aimilar to ta• Warur

■etaot except tll&t a different abatraot number ia u■ecl
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aa a,baaia of ooapariaon and a■ tae atandu-d.

Ta• re

aulta are expressed in the dilution of taroaboplaatia
required rataer than the dilution of plaUI& requ1re4
to reach an ar�1trary point�
11aoaer•• metaod oonaiata in placing' four drop•
of plaama diluted w1ta an equal quantity of Ringer's
■olution in a micro teat tube.

Tae tube ia ooTered

and plaoed in a water bata at tairty-n1ne degree■ oent1grade.

Tae tubea are rotated four timea per ■inute to ,

■ix the solution.

Ta• taro■boplaatin (K) 1• deterataect

which'will produce olotting in tuee minute■•

T�e oon

oentration of taro■boplaatin to produoe clotting in

normal plasma in taree minutes 1• det•r■ined, (b).
The equation K/Kn

i

R will demonatrate
'•• degree of re.
,

duotion of the clotting power waile tae reoiproo&l� T&lae
,
will be a direct meaaure of the clotting power. lor■al
plaama will ahow a to equal one.

It 1• important to

have cona,ant &ad unifor■ thro■boplastin.

Daa (75),·

atatea tut if lle plaama ha• atood for.ao■e hour�, a
aay equal aix tentha to one and aeTen teataa aa tae
range of normal.

Olaon (126) waed a modified method of prothro■bin
•

determination with sodium citrate aa \he ant1oo&gulating
agent.

Various dilution■ of calcium chloride are ad.d.ecl,
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and the coagulation time recorded while the solution is in .
water bath at forty degrees centigrade.
fresh.

The plasma should be

One hundred and twenty seconds is conei: dered normal.

Kato (127) suggested a new microprothrombin
determination method of es eeial value in infants.

By this

metho4, the necessity of ente�ing the superior longitudinal
sinus or the jugulars is eliminated.

Whole blood

is ootained from a deep skin puncture made on the heel
of the infant nd oxalated in a proportion of one to
five hundred.

Ten cubic millimeters of this oxalated

blood are measured by a microhemopioet onto a watch
glass.

A tbrom�oplastin suspension with a pOtency

to give a twenty s e c o n d

throthrombin time·for

adult blood by the Quick method is used.

This is added in an

amount equal to that of the blood and followed by the same

quantity of t·wenty-five thousandths molar calcium chloride
solution. The clotting time is determined after the addition of
the calcium.

Twenty seconds is considered normal.

A leeway of

two seconds in either direction �s allowed.

sage,

Bohlander,

and

I,

on our present studies on

the prothrombin levels in the newborn child,
Quick method of prothrombin determination.
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have used the

We have

taken the

blood in a11 except a few cases from the

superior longitudinal sinus.

This was done on e·ach in

fant studied five or more times over an eight day period
with no untoward effects noted.

We have ob erved some pr ctical points in the
c..tuick prothrombin procedure which have not been men
tioned in the literature.

Oare should be taken to keep

all ,glassware clean as incorrect results a.re otherwise
obtained.

In or der to make it possible for one person

working alone to run the test, it is necess!iry to devise
. methad of holding the test tube cont·aining the ple.sma
and thromboplastin in the water bath sha.king the tube,
• ,dding one tenth cubic centimeter of calcium chloride
solution, and etarting the stop .watch at the same tim�.
A stationary rack to hold the test tube is unsatisfactory
since the solution should be shaken immedistely after the
calcium is

added. We solved

this problem by fe.shioning

a rubber flange aoout a tuberculin syringe.

The eyringe,

when inserted into a test tube was held one inch above the
bottom of the tube by the flange.

This syringe is used to

measure and add the calcium solution. The stop watch is
held in one hand, the test tube with the inserted syringe

is held in the other.

The test tubes containi;ng the throm-

boplastin and plams are kept
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in a rack in the water bath to warm them to the desired
temperature )rior to the act al test.

The calcium chlor

ide solution is kept in a tube in the water bath also, and
measured by the syringe as required for each test.
The method of thromboplastin reparation is

of

es-

ecial import nee in any discussion of orothrombin

determinations, for this element is essential in any of
the present methods.

This factor presents a problem in

that it is difficult to prepare in a potent state, and
difficult to maintain at a constant or ev en useable

potency. A clinic, using a prothrombin test only at

infrequent intervals would have to sacrifice an animal for
each test if satisf ctory methods of oreserving the prepThe grad.ual diminution in

aration are not dev ised.

potency of the preparation makes a comparitive study on a
series of cases ov_e r a period of time difficult.
Quick (31) suggested using the brain of a freshly
The brain is freed of its suoerficial

killed raboit.
blood vessels by

stripping the pia mater, washed, ground

to a oaste and suread out to dry it thirty-seven degrees
centigrade.

The dried brain and sodium chloride solution

are incubated to destroy the orothrombin present in the
prepa,ration.

The solution will contain tb.e

thrombeplastin.

Brain, thymus, or lung may be used with

equal sue59

oeas.

Later, Quick (3) reported a more pot,llf pre,para,.,:flt..

.

tion by extracting tl:l.e ground brain prepared · u be.f:or•

.

with acetone, until a granular _powder is left.· T•• ac,.e-._
tone 1a d1uar4ed.
I

Thia powder la dried and. used to �

prepare the throaboplaatin solution.

If tae aolutioR

ia refrigerated, it will maintain ita potency for about
one week.

Warner (17) auggested using perfuAd lung ia tae

preparation with a watt% Mttact.

'

,...

1

Saith (16) observed that washed but. unperfuaed lug. ,J
'

1s more stable. He suggested storing the solution ill

·.:-..:.

aolid carbon diax1de.
The dif:ficulty of maintaining a potent thromboplaatl�; ""
preparation has been of considerable concern to ua 1a .,
1

our problem.

We have to date had our ,best auocess · l>·J

keeping tlle dried brain at five degrees centigrade ·u-t:
preparing small quantities of solution as required.

T••

of normal saline with no effect on tae_Quiok time.

Taia ·

solution may generally be diluted with equal quantitiea
should be test�d with samples for each preparation of
solution.
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Vitamin I Therapy
The remarkable responae to treaiment
with viiamia.
''

I in animals and man aaowing a I deficiency offer■

promi1e of a marked improvement in the proglioata of

illeae

cases.

The bleeding tendency due to a vitamin I deft•:·

ia moat frequently seen in ob1truct

lxperimentallJ it wae noted tllat thili ooDClition .coulj:' _
.

.

·,

be readilJ.· corrected by tae additjon of bile to ille

food intake.

Tllia permitted tlle vitamin I normally 1►

gested aa a part of the food intake to be ab■or�ed�

Tlle addition of vitamin I rick foods or vitamin I ooa.

centraie to the bile will produce an even more rapid

response to tlie treatment.

J'ollowing the clinical o.n.

..

.>/'t(

aet of a biliary obstruction, manifestat�ons of a I ;:
_
nn of bilehto _,..
deficiency may be prevented by the ad.ditfo
the die}.

I f a I deficiency does develop, the condii�n

may be corrected by large doaea of bile, or tlle oondition ·""
may be corrected even aore quickly by the addiiional use

of vita.min I oonoeniratea.

Snell (76) cited a patient with a atrictUl"e of.,._

common bile duct wbich resulted in a .aevere jaundic;.e
aasoc1ated with a damaged liver.
6l

The blood was vi�tuallJ

incoagulable.

The usual form• of treatment for

rhagic diathesis failed.

The pat1_ent ,was then treat•&

• •

I

with dry alfalfa meal which contains a high· eoncentratieat.

of Titamin X and bile was alao giTen;
time waa greatly aaortened.

The coa;gu1ai1en

BoweTer, tlle patient aoon

failed to tolorate thia mix,ure and. a vomiting·sta,e
ensued�

The blood returned to ita inooagulable ■tate.�

In spite of tlle final unsat1afaotory outcome ef Uaia

par�icular oaae, the temporary response to tl'lia \i-nt
ment 1s significant.

...

Butt (93) gaTe Titamin X eoncentrate and whole··

human bile or bile salt■ in large doaes to eighteen
patients with obetructiTe jaundiee.
·'

was given orally or by stomach tute.

Tae preparat10II

Twenty-fod;':..,_.� . ,
.

.

,!"'�·/·'

'

-.

=�;·if_, ....

after this preparation was giTen, the prothro■b1n

decreased.

He

&110

•.

�-

noted a reaponae to bile salt t,napJ·

alone; tllis response was slower tllan that with T1tam1a

X used in combination�

Bile feeding has the same effect on vitamin x·ab-

sorption aa a gradual relief of biliary obstruc ·
•

:en·.; •

c"'-'""'�·

'
1

case of biliary obstruction with. a prot�rombin content
··�of only ten percent of normal rel1eved.1taelf spon-,aneoualy, and permitted a prothrombin rise to eigaty.

nine percent of normal within a. few ••eta.
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In a a:eoc,nd

., ,
.

.

case of bil1ary pathology, a biliary fistula, of four
•

months duration, bleeding appeared fr�m a retent oper

ative site.

The plasma prothrollbin level had dropped·to

twenty-seven p•rcent of normal,

The drain,ing fistula

bile was fed orally to the patient and over a seven
,)

week period, the prothrombin level was gradually ele
vated to eighty-nine percent of normal.

Tae bleeding

stopped after tla.e level had reaclled tairty percen�. (?2)
In a series of patients with obstructive 'jaundice, fat

soluble alfalfa meal extract was emulsified in human
bile and fed daily to these patients.

A rapid protllromb-

�in rise was noted in apite o.f a persistence of tlle jaua�.
dice.

Bleeding, where formally present, ceased with taia

treatment. (72)
Kany other patients with obstructive jaundice have
been treated with vitamin I to correct their prothrombin
deficiency and consequent bleeding.

(73) (?7) (BO) (81)

(82) {86) {87) {126) (128) {129) (130)

This response

occurred in spite of a deepening jaundice. (77)
The oral administration of medication to patients
with obstructive jaundice is often comp�ioated by tae
vomiting present in these patients so that the medication
is lost.

Vomiting and loss of the medication waa p;ob

ably responsible for the failure of Snell (76) to be
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able to give a final satisfactory report in hie obstruct
ive jaundice patient who did show a temporary response,
to K therapy pr,or to the onset of vomiting.
Dam ( 131) recommended the use of a pa.rente.ral Titamin K concentra�e in oil.

.

He reported favorable re,)

sponses in the treatment of obstructive jaundice.

Bile

feedings are not necessary with tlaia type of �'\ment
.since the stage of absorption of the vitamin aoroas the
intestinal mucosa is el,minated.

Butt (82) however noted

,that the response to intramuscular vitamin :i tlaerapy ia
slower than with the oral treatment.
Butt ( 87) recommended t-hat vitamin K and bile be
given�by duodenal tube.

Two to four grams of bile are

dissolved in two h•ndred fifty to five hundred cubic
centimeters of warm normal saline, _and one to two· grama
of alfalfa concentrate are added.

The mixture should

be administered by a drip method keeping the solution
warm and�mixed.

A response is noted in six to twelve

hours. Active treatment is difficult in the presence

of active bleeding because of the blood in the intest
inal tract hindering the absorption.
After surgery designed to correct obstructive jaun
dice has been completed i, , an adequate food intake sh9uld
be established as soon as possible to restore the
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nutritional state as soon as possible. (46)
Smith (86) emphisized the disadvantages'of treat
ing all patients with obatructime jaundice routinely.
'l'his routine treatment would give a �eedlese delay 1a
oases where therapy is not indicated.

In add1tton, tae

response to vitamin X varies, and a complete treatment

can be recognized only by repeated prothrombin deter
mination■•
An intravenous preparation would eltlminate tae

disadvantage of slow absorption aeen in tae 1ntramuaou

lar route and retain tae advantagea of a parenteral
preparation over an oral medication.

Smitn (132) re

commended the intravenous use of phthiooal for its
vitamin K effect, and found it to work satisfactorily
in obstructive jaundice.

Butt (133l and Tage-Ha�len

(130) also found this to be true.
1a1lure of absorption of vitamin X may occur ii>.
conditions other than the absence of bile from tae i-ntea

tinal tract.

These clinical oondi$'°ns of disturbed.

absorptive power include o�ronic ulcerative colitis,
colonic resection, continual duodenal aspirations in oon
neotion with an intestinal obstruetion, gastric resection,
and others.

The poor absorptive power of taese caaea

makes oral treatment with vitamin K difficult and when
S5

approached in this manner must De done with massive dose•
of the �itamin.

The parenteral routes will probably

prove to be of especial value he-re since vitamin I may

"

be supplied-to the body in spite of� poor absorptive
power.

Oral treatment was tried and used satisfactorily

in peptic ulcer (78) (84), chronic ulceratiTe colitia

(SJi,

inteetinal obstruction with continuous duodenal

·aaperatiion (83), and non tropical sprue. (83)

Although vitamin I therapy,together with bile aalta

as indicated, has proven to be so successful in elevat

ing a prothrombin def ioiency ,. that lowering due to

liver damage cannot be aided by vitamin I treaiment.
The prothrombin lowering aaaooiated with liver damage
is not a true vitamin I deficiency.

Even if the v1iamin

is prese_nt in the diet and is being absorbed in adequate
amounts, the failure of the liver to function t-,
gives a failure of prothrombin to form.

The treatment

must be directed primarily at the liver.
Quick ( 3) states, "in jaundiced patients, it is · . ·.
important to determine if the prothrombin deficiency is

due to a liver damage as shown by the hippuric acid test,
and under which condition the liver situation must be
remedied, or due to a vitamin K deficiency which _is
more easily corrected.•
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That the liver function is essential for the pro
thrombin formation, and will prevent a correction by
vitamin Ktherapy alone is proven by numerous clinical�
studies •. Butt(90) cited three �atients with advanced
hepatic:' s damage due to biliary cirrhosis.

These

patients .showed a prothrombin deficiency but failed to
respond to vitamin X therapy.

A· case of Laennec's liver

ci-rrhosis failed to respond to vitamin K, (73) ('77) as

�id also a case of advanced malignancy involving the
iiver. (77)

A study devoted to the toxic effects of vitamin X

has not been made.

However, limited conclusions may

be drawn from the observations in the experimental and
clinical use of this vitamin to date.
Scanlon (73) gave vitamink Kin large amounts to
animals, in doses many times as great as the amounts
required for clinical therepeutic use, arid noted no
toxic effects.

Others also failed to note any toxic

effects with the use of �his vitamin and made mention

of the fact. f82) (84) (133)

Stewart (123) reported

epigastxic distress associated with administration of
vitamin K-choleic acid capsules in two patients.

It �

would be difficult to conclude tha� this epigastric

�istress was due---40 the vitamin Kpreparation and even
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if true could readily be. r.ela:ted to ,the method .of preParation· of the.: vitamin�.
Tlle absence. of-.. specificf· ref,er@c·e to the. toxicity
of_ the vitamin in the multitude of •l•iterature wllioll · ·
.!been •ritten concerned with v-itam1.n

x:. is

eTid•ne.e .in 1t

aelf'. ·that tllia. substance ia- relat.1ve:1:,r non-toxfeJ;'" ·
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Newborn Hemorrhage: Its Relationship to Vitamin X
According to statistics, approximately se�en to
eight percent of premature and full term infants a�e

either born dead or die during the first week of life.
(134)

Statistics indicate that twenty percent of these

deaths-are -0aused by. intraoranial hemorrhage. (136),
Bot orily is the infant's life at stake, but if he sur
vives, there 1s a risk of the sequelae of newborn hemorrrhage.

These include spastic paralysis, atb.etosia, epi

lepsies, and various grades of mental retardation.
problem is not only one for the individual and his
family, but a problem for society.

Tae

The economic ·bur&en

alone which t he care of these unfortuna,e cases imposes
is of great significance.

(134)

1

In 1854, Minot (138) first •e•cribed the,condition
now recognized as hemorrhagic dijease of the newborn.
In 1894, Townsend (137) gave this ·bleeding eyndrome in
the newborn its present name.

While the entity is read

ily recognized, its etiology and treatment offered to
date are controve-rsial.

In 1912;, Whipple (138) reported a case in which , .

symptoms of hemorrhage ·appeared in �n eight day old
infant.

Bleeding was first apparent following retrac-·.
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tion of the for�kin. · The bleeding was stopped only
______

/

with�eat difficulty.
/

occurred.

Soon evid�nces of cord bleeding

A olinio$l diagnosie of hemorrhagio diaeaae

of the newborn was made.

After rigor mortis had.set

in following tlle death of the infant, no post mortu.m
clots were found in tlu, vascular system.

Blood was

taken from the heart and tested for its prothrombin-eon
tent, and a deficiency of the protbrombin element was
·noted.

This oonoluaion was believed justified becauae

of the failure of unoxalated plasma to olot on tlu• Ad- ,dition of a R inger's extract 9f spleen.

The addit,on

of normal dog'• serum to this solution resulted in clot
ting. Because the blood used in this experiment waa
•

obtained at autopsy, this conclusion that a prothrombin
deficiency was the responsible element for the bleeding

was not recognized.

The recognition of vitamin K, and the introduction
of accurate methods of prothrombin determination gave
renewed impetus to the study of all l:lemorrhagic diaeaaea
and their possible relationship to this new vitamin ••
This study has resulted in some atartling findings whi_oa
may essentially reduce �ae incidence and offer a there
peutic approach to the·problem of �ewborn hemorraag�.

Brinkhaus, (106) in 1937, observed that the prothrom�
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in level in newborns varys considerably in different
infants, and also varies in the same infant at differ
ent ages.

By using Warner's m_ethod of prothroq1n deter

mination, it aaa demonstrated that the prothrombin values
in the newborn vary from fourteen to thirty-nine per
cent of the prothrombin level normally found in adults.
In cases of hemorrhagic disease 1n the newborn, tAe pro
thrombin level is extremely low, often less than fiTe
percent of the adult normal level.

There is a gradual

rise of the prothrombin level in the newborn to reaca
the adult level about the end of the first year of life.
The variabili.yib the prothrombin level was not clear
ly associated with such factors as sex, size of infant,
length of gestation or length of labor.
· Brinkhaus (106) reported a case of newborn hemorrhage
in which oozing of bleod from the cord stump appeared
five days after birth.

The cord was sutured, but thi■

gave only teaporp-7 relief.

Intravenous thromboplastin,

intramuscular whole blood, coagulum both orally and sub
cutaneously were ineffective.

A trapsfueion with citrat

ed blood promptly stopped the�bleeding.

The plasma pro

thrombin content was titrated before the transfusion, but
was too low to be tested accurately.

The aaount was

estimated to be less than five percent of the normal
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adult level.

The prothrombin level was increased to

thirty-nine percent following the transfusion.
In contradiction to Brinkaaua' findings (108) of &
lesser amount of prothrombin in the plaama of. newbor�•
as compared to the adult, Quick, (139) uaing Ais own
method of prothrtmbin determination, reported that
newborns from three to seven days of age showed a pro
thrombin concentration equal to that of adults.
OWen (140) attempted to explain the diacrepa�oy
reported in the plasma prothrombin levels of the infant.
Be explained this on the basis of differences in tae
method of prothrombin determ.ination used in the two
studies which gave oonflicting results appparently.

In

the Quick method, an excess of tbromboplastin ia added
and thrombin is rapidly formed to the level necessary
for clotting.

Clotting occurs even before complete con

version of the prothrombin to thrombin ha■ occurred.
The rate at which thrombin can be built up to the clot
ting level depends OR the amou�t of prothrombin and also
the "convertability• of the prothrombin.
measures both of these factor■•

Quick's method

Warner I e metho·d, by

eliminating the oonvertability factor, measures the t�ue
prothrombin content of the blood studied.

There is

probably an actual deficiency of prothrombin in the n$w72
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s compared to the adult as demonstrated by Warner's

born

findings.

However, this is compensated for in the ne� born

by an increased convertability as shown by the Quick metb.od.
From a clinical viewpoint, perhaps the readings of

Quick are more important , for the convertability factor, if
such a factor is present, is obviously of clinical
importance.
Owen (140) observed by means of the Quick, Warner, and
Ziffren _prothrombin determination methods,

that

the

prothrombin level 1n newborns decreases after the first day
or slightly later in life.

Quic1:: (141) , extending bis study of newborn pro

thrombin levels to include the first days of life, confirmed
Owen's findings of a prothrombin drop

after about

forty-eight hours of life .and added the information that the
level returned to nor,•., 1 in an approximately forty-eight
hours after the drop had occurred.

He postulated that this

temporary decrease was due to a failure of the fetus to build

up a reserve of prothrombin and during this period the
prothrombin drops. Hemorrhagic disease may
occur spontaneously if this content drops below a crit1ccl
level.
Waddell (142) confirmed Whipple's conclusion (138) that
a prothrombin deficiency was responsible for
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he11orrhag�c d1 aease in the new'bo-rn,

with abnormally long��ck prot'hrombin tiu■·, One
of these cases

ada1n1atratlon

had eYide�ce of abnormal bleeding.· The

Q:f •1tuu.n I �orrec,ed tae bleeding and

diminisa•d tae protb.roabin ti•e•.
.

,.

Waddell (143) reported a newborn infant which showed
a Quict_protnoabin ti�e of six minut� • oatle second
day afte r birt• whio� inoreased to aeTen m1nut••

following daJ.

Tlle 111f&nt was g. i�e n vitamin,l

the p�othroabin t1ae deoreased within one and

'or and

one-half hours to fifty-five seconds.
Waddell (18) cites aa oaae history of il•o••·al
bleeding appeating on the ■eoond day of life fro• areas
of facial excoriation and needle pun�turee. T.h• pro-

tarombin time was increased to eight minutes.ftiamin

I medication correoted taia blee�ing and lowered the

prothrombin time ·ta---normal, _. In· a second_ c:aee,oozing

was noted from the cord twelTe �ours a;fter birth� ... ,..

infant Tomited blood two and one-half hours later;.··

prothro11bin ti.me waa 185 se conds.

Oral Titaain I stopped

bleeding and reduced the trothrombin time to thirty-eight
seconds. (Quick aetAod)

lato (12?) used h1• o� aethod ot prothromo1n

termination on •lLQle blood.

It 11'· a 11ioro !'et�od, being
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done on small quantities of blood.

He believed the pro

thrombin level is lowest at birth and gradually rises
to a normal level on about the tenth day.
Recognizing

the relationship of vitamin K to pro

thrombin concentration Waddell (143) was the first to
suggest the prophylactic use0 of vitamin K in newborns
to prevent the "physiological" prothrombin lowering
end there y prevent newborn hemorrhage of a spontaneous
nature and possibly that induced by trauma of labor.
He further theorized that should the administration of
vitamin Kto the newborn be effective, the effects of

birth trauma mi6ht be minimized by administering vitamin
K to the mother prior to the child's birth.
Almquist (5) offered experimental evidence which
bears out the supposition that the'vitamin K intake of
the mother may �ffect the child.

He sou ht the effect of

an increased ·vitamin Kintake in the hen on the chick.
Hens were placed on a basal diet, and varying amounts of
alfalfa were added to some of the hens' diets.

Those

chicks which were from hens on ,a basal�diet 1 devei- ,
oped K -avitaminosis readily when placed on a fat free
diet.

Chicks derived from hens placed on the ·same basal

diet but with an addition of alfalfa , were slower in
showing evidences of K avitaminosis when placed on a
similar fat free diet.
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This experiment'a.f evidence is favorable for W�ddell's

(143) suggestion that the prophylactic use of vitamin
Kin newborns might be of value in m&intcininf the pro
thrombin level above 1ts normel fall, and in addition
the prophylactic use of vitamin Kin the. mother before
delivery, as in the hen, mifht be of value in maintain
ing the infants prothrombin level also.

If this were

true, the effects of birth trauma might be minimized by
the prophylactic use of vitamin Kin the mother.
The supposition by Waddell (143) that prophylactic
vitamin K therapy to the mother would prevent the pro
thrombin fall seen in the normal infant after forty
eight hours of life, was proved by Hellman (144).

Normal

full term babies born to mothers given vit�min K before
delivery showed prothrombin levels three times as high
as observed in control infants (Warner method);·
At the present •time, Sage, Bohlender, and I
are studyin

the prothrombin levels in newborn infant£

and mothers with and.without the administration of
vitamin K to the mother before delivery.

It is our pur

pose to confirm or disprove the prothrombin fall noted
in newborn normal infants, study the effects on the
mother and child of vitamin Kadministration to the
mother before delivery, recognize the time required for
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this medication to be effective if it is of value, and
study the therepeutic effect of vitamin Kon clinical
newborn hemorrhage.

Every other obstetrical patient studied was used

as a control and every alternate patient was given ·an
intravenous preparation of vitamin Kconcentrate in
one cubic centimeter doses which contai-ned one-milligram
of the active concentrate.

o choice was made as to

whicr patients were studied, but each incoming patient
could not be studied because of the l�mitation of our
time which could be devoted to the study.
The prothrombin readings were made by the Quick

me.thod and at least two readings were made on each plasma.
Repeated readings on the same plasma checked within one
and one-half seconds of each other to be considered

accurate.

The aver�ge of these readings is recorded

on the tablee in each ca e.

The results in our control

patients are given in table 1.

Table U shows the re-

sulte on those patiente given vitamin K.

Prothrombin

determinations were made on the mothers before delivery
and t ·,enty-four hours after delivery.

The prothrombin

determinations on the infant were made from the cord
blood, and on blood taken from the superior longitudinal
sinus on the 2,3,4,6 and Bti d&ys.
Al though this study -1s still. in progress, we may draw
some significant conclusions from the facts alreo.dy available.
!1}1

Table I Prothrombin Levels in Infants
nd Mothers Without Vi tamin K
'other
Case
A. P.
Cord
Hosp . No .
P. P .
l 66588 15 . 0 2C . l 17 . 9
6 66659 15 . 9 17 . 1 15 . 6
10 66727 13 . 0 1? . 3 2r . 4
11 66809 1£.5 18.6 19 . 5
12 6C770 17 . l 17 . 7 18 . 9
14 66795 17 . 4 17 . 7 19 . 5
18 6€847 19 . 2 17 . 1 23 . 1
21 66864 l~.8 15 . 9 17 . 4
23 66902 14 . 1 14 . 4 16 . 5
24 66923 13 . 8 15.9 19.1
27 66970 lS.8 l~ . 4 22 . 8

Infant
2
3
4
6
26 . 7 25 . 5 19 . b 16 . 5
38 . 4 87 . 2
59. R 118 . 8 L)3. 5 t 4 . 6
2S . O 31 . 5 31 . 2 22 . 2
30 . v 60 . 6 58.0 bu . l
19 . 8 32 . O 30 . 0 30 . 9
25 . 2 24 . 6 25 . 8 18 . 9
31.2 43 . 2 42 . 2 Zl . 3
85 . 8 eo . e 47.7 a?.G
~Z . l 42 . r 78 . 3 50 . 1
25 . 8 ~9 . 8 46 . 5 17 . 7

8

Days

19 . 2
83 . 4
d4 . 3
18 . 3
~3 . 7
19 . 2
17 . 4
18 . S
21 . z
16 . 5
21 . 0

Table II Prothrombin Levelr. in Infants ;:.-nd Mothers
With Vi tc,min K Given to .t.{others Before Deli very

Mother
pp
Before K
Case
Hosp . No .
llin.AP.
3 66627 18 . 6 72 17 . 4
5 66632 17 . 4
13 . 0
7 66656 16 . 2 150 lS . 5
19.r
8 66670 19 . P
9 66726 18 . 8 22 16 . 5
17 . 7
13 66785 17 . 4
15 66811 17 . 7 30 18 . 9
22 . 5
16 66821 Zl . 9
19 57978 17 . 4 38 14 . i
15 . 3
20 66839 16 . 2
22 66803 16 . 5 10 15.6

Infc nt
Cord. 2
17 . 4 18 . 6
20 . 4 17 . 7
lc . 8 41.C
18 . 3 16 . 8
18 . 3 16 . 8
2C.6 23 . 1
~1 . 9 21.0
24 . 9 29 . 4
19 . 2 19 . 8
2C.4 14 . 7
14 . 7 17 . 4
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3

16.8
17.1
15 . 6
20 . 7
21 . 0
25 . 5
18.3
17 . 4
18.6

Time e
Deliv .
14 . 4 15 . 6 15 . 0 2 1 42 "
iB . 6 1e . 5 1e . 2 ~ • B"
18 . 9 17 . 4 17 . 7 4 1 3~"
35 11
15 . 6 16 . 8
22 11
16 . 0 1 .8 18.9
1
21 . 3 Z6 . l 22 . 8 4 25"
r;
U1.... "
18.9 17 . 7 15 . 9
23 . 7 15 . 9 16 . 5 4 1 43"
19., · 19.2 16 . 5
38 11
1
15 . 9 15 . 9 15 . e 3 56 11
16 . ~ lS . 5 16.2 6 1 50 "
4

6

8

Norris (145) reported that the prothrombin level
of mothers before delivery is ebove normal.

Our figures

indicate the reverse is true in appr0ximately an equal
number of cases.

In either event, the difference ie

so small as to be insignificant.

In all cases, either

before or after delivery, the levels are to be considered
in the range of normal.

The prothrombin concentrntion

in the newborn shows a drop in comparison with the cord
prothrombin concentration, which usually starts the second

day ahd progressively increases until about the fourth
day when a return to normal begins.

The return to the

original cord level is reached the eighth day generally.
The results of vitamin Kon the prothrombin levels
in the mother and infant are recorded in table 1!.
Vitamin K administration showed no significant effect
upon the orothrombin level in the mothers.

In the infahts

however, the prothrombin time dl11..op seen in the untreated
newborns, did not occur.

In no caee in which the mothers

had been treated �1th vitamin K did the infant prothrombin level lea�e the recognized normal range.

In one

case, the vitamin K was given only thirty minutee before

delivery.

In another case which was delivered by

caesarean section, the vitamin Kconcentrate was given
only eight minutee before delivery.

This caee is not

completed, but as yet the prothrombin drop expected if
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vitamin K had not been�given, has not appeared.

Assuming

the value of vitamin Kin the prophylactic treatment of
newborn hemorrhage to be accepted, the short interval
required to gain the effect of this preparation on the
infant's prothrombin· level is significant.

A woman can

therefore be given this preparation for the prophylactic
newborn effect, regar·1ess of how late in labor she enters
the hospital.
In another case which we have not completed as yet,
the infant's prothrombin level did not show the drop
normally expected in the absence of vitamin K therapy.
This infant was the fir c t in our series to fail to show
a prothrombin drop

ithout· vitamin K therapy.

Others,

reportinb a similar series, f�iled to meption any ex
ceptions to the prothrombin fall with no vitamin K ,reat
ment.

It is conceivable that a mother given a high

vitamin K diet for some days before delivery could show
the same results in the prothrombin level as with a
large dosage of vitamin K illlUlediately before delivery.
Therefore the diet of this mother before delivery was
carefully checked.

She had been permitted to enter an

unusually long time before delivery- tvrnlve days- a.nd
had been on a hospital diet during this time.

Hospital

records indicate that her diet was especially rich in
vegetables and therefore would contain a high vitamin·[
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concentrate.

The constancy of our results in always.

showing a prothrombin fall may be related to the economic
state of the patient.

All of our patients have a limited

financial income which is no doubt reflected in their
diet.

If this is true, and the prothrombin level is·

an essential factor in newborn hemorrhage, this entity
should be more frequent in the poor, more freGuent in
the presence
of poor maternal diets which are low in
•

vitamin K, and more frequent in winter when vit�min K
containin� foods are eaten less frequently.
It would be difficult to compare the incidence of

intracranial hemorrhage with the financial ability of
the patient since other factors beside the diet are
affected by the income.

However, observations have been

made indicating that newborn intracranial hemorrhage
may be more frequent in the presence of inadequate
prenatal maternal diets.

Moore (146) reported a case in which, due to finan

cial limitations, a pregnant woman confined her diet
principly to carbohydrates.
not eaten.

Vegetables and meat were

In addition, vomiting was frequent throu hout

the course of pregnancy.

The infant developed clinical

signs of a hemorrhatic diathesis.

The infant failed

to respond to an anti-scurvy tr-eatment and die�.
logically, evidences of scurvy were not noted.
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PathQ

Sanford (147) observed that the withdrav'al of
fat and protein from the newborn as is normally furnished
in breast milk tends to decrease the fibrinogen of the
blood and thereby decrease the po er of clot0fotmatimn.
A prothrombin decrease was also obeerved, but it was
considered slight and insignificant.
In both of these cases, the blood studies were
incomplete. No definite conclusions as to the etiology
of the bleeding tend�ncies can be bCCepted.

The diet

given could well result in a vitamin K deficiency, and
an associated prothrombin lowering could well be the

responsible factor for the bleeding.

The relationship of the se· sons to newborn hemorrhage
was noted by Gareau (148)., He observed that in a series
of fifty-eight infantc studied, which were born at term

and suffered intracranial hemorrhage, only sixteen were
born during the summer months.

He said "I have always

had the feelinf that hemmorhagic diease in the newborn
is more frequent and more severe in the winter than in
the summer.•
Further evidence that there m&y be an indirect·
seasonal relationship to intracranial hemorrhage is
Shettlet (149) conclusion that newborns of the summer
months do not show as great a prothrombin drop as did
infants born during thew-inter months.
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Hie

ork was

confirmed by waddell (18).

The proven relationship of a decreased prothrombin

time to hemorrhage or a hemorrhagic diathesis makes the.·
theory logical that a prothrombin deficiency ia also

the responsible factor in newborn hemorrhage.

That

vitamin K will uphold the prothrombin concentrat1Qn in
newborns and will elevate lowered prothtombin levels
to normal is acceptable, but the relationship of this
prothrombin deficiency to newborn hemorrhage is not
definitely proven.

Many cases are cited in the literatmre

of prothrombin deficiencies in the newborn which ere
considered as subclinical newborn hemorrhage.

These do

respond with an increased prothrombin content and
clinical evidences of hemorrhage do not appear with
vitamin K tre�tment.

However, would clinical evidences

of hemorrhage have appeared if these s�me cases or
similar cases had been allowed to progress without

vitamin K concentration?

The cases in which definite

clinical evidences of newborn hemorrhage has appeared

and been treated·�ith benefit are sadly too few.
other hand, a few encouraging caaes are cited.

On the

Also, .

no cases have been reported in which Vitamin K has failed
in newborn hemorrhage associated with a prothrombin de
ficiency.

Assuming vitamin K to be of value in newborn

hemorrhage, it sh-a:11 require a large series of cases to
prove the prophylactic valae of vitamin K.
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